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INTRODUCTION.

2.

/I 75/1 3,

The present catalogue may fairly claim to mark an ad-

vance ill Oriental scholarship among the Musulmans of

India. As far as I am aware, it is the first catalogue raisonne

ever prepared by Indian Muhammadans and almost the first

catalogue raisonne of an Indian Library. (^)

In the past we have had catalogues, so called, in plenty,

prepared by Indian moulavis, but these deserve no better

title than that of lists or registers, and they lack precisely

those details which scholars at a distance require. lor it

must be borne in mind that by far the greater portion of

Arabic and Persian literature to this day exists only in

manuscript; and that many of the most important works in

both these languages are represented by only one or two

copies.

Now a catalogue may aerve two purposes, first and

foremost, it should be a guide to the contents of a collection,

and this condition is more or less fulfilled by every catalogue

however summary. Secondly, it should supply Bibliographi-

cal and Historical data to scholars who cannot have access

to the books themselves. Thus every good catalogue of

manuscripts should add to the sum total of our knowledge of

literature. It is obvious that a mere hand list does not fulfil

this second purpose.

It happened that not long after my arrival in India I had

the privilege of visiting, with His Excellency Lord Curzon,

the Bankipore Library, founded by Khuda Baksh Khan, c.i.f.,

who had bequeathed it to his native town. This splendid col-

lection of Arabic and Persian manuscripts owing to the fact

(') Tho Library of tho King of Oudh was in part catalogued by Ur. Spreuge'

but only one volume (dealing with tlic Persiuu and Urdu pools) appeared; anct

the Mulla riroz Library was catalogued l»y Mr. licliataok.
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that it has iiever been properly catalogued, is almost unknown

in Europe and not nearly so well known as it deserves to be

among the learned Musulmans of India. I had no difficulty

in convincing so great a patron of learning as Lord Curzon

of the imperative need of a good catalogue to this Library,

and, at His Excellency's desire, the Government of Bengal

arranged to provide funds for this purpose.

Itwas finally decided that two maulavis should be respect-

ively appointed to undertake the cataloguing of the Arabic

and Persian manuscripts, and that prior to their entering on

their labours they should undergo a course of training for

a period of six months, under myself, in European methods

of cataloguing.

Funds were generously provided for the purchase of

the principal European catalogues, and the two moulavis

with such models before them, very quickly learnt what was
required. I could devise no better course of training for

these young men than th^ cataloguing of the small collection

of Arabic and Persain manuscripts in the Madrasah Library.

And it is thus that the present catalogue came into existence.

I venture to think that scholars will regard the present

undertaking, in spite of its many faults and shortcomings, as

highly creditable to Maulavis Kamaluddin Ahmad and Abdul
Muqtadir. Though I have been through the catalogue several

times myself while it was passing through the press, I have

purposely made vei y few corrections, as I thought it best

for the compilers to bear the full responsibility and share the

entire credit. The type, as all readers will at once remark,

leaves veiy much to be desired, and the misprints are, I fear,

almost past counting. It is to be hoped that Government
will, ere long, be in possession of better founts, for the founts

are more to blame than the j)rinters.

How this collection was originally formed, I have never
been able to ascertain

; but many of the bindings, bearing the
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stamp of the Madrasah, date back at least sixty years. I have

no doubt that the collection has from time to time been pilfered,

and the wonder is that, in the absence of a proper list, any

books remained at all. One of my g^reatest regrets is that

Dr. Sprenger (Principal from 1850—1857) should have added

so little to the Madrasah collection, seeing that during his stay

in India he made one of the finest collections of Arabic and

Persian manuscripts ever brought together by a single man.

The catalogue of Arabic manuscripts in the Berlin Library

contains no less than 2,052 numbers under the title of the

Sprenger Collection. With efficient supervision and adequate

catalogues, I see no reason why the Manuscript Libraries of

India should be us well preserved and as well known as

those of Europe,

The Musulmans of India need new ideals of scholarship,

if the name of maulavi is to regain the respect it once

enjoyed. I look forward to the day when India will boast

of scholars in no way inferior to those of Europe. Too
little encouragement has been given to the maulavis by

European scholars resident in India. They have indeed been

made use of, but more as literary hacks than as scholars, and

no effort has hitherto been made to acquaint the learned

with the ideals of European scholarship. The result is that

learning is confined within the narrowest limits, while original

research is a thing unheard of. One essential step in advance

is the mastery of one or more European languages. For,

until the learned Muhammadan can ascertain for himself

what European scholarship is, and what European scholars

have achieved, he must remain what he is at present, the

master of a few famous books—complete master of them it is

true, but devoid of all ambition to know others.

I wish to see a new generation of maulavis arise, who

will regard the field of moslem literature as one without

limits, and who will have a living and ever increasing interest

in their studies. I would have them devote their best
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energies to the critical editing of unpublished works, to

original researches in the domain of history, and to the

proper cataloguing of the many manuscript collections which,

in spite of much reckless pilfering, still exist in India.

The Moslems of India have everything in their favour, and

notably the circumstance, that by the age at which European

scholars begin to specialise, the young maulavi has already

broken the back of Arabic grammar and is familar with the

most famous Arabic and Persian classics.

It is encouraging to find that the study of English is

becoming much more general among the Arabic students of

the Bengal Madrasahs, They are beginning to realize that

without English the door of the higher branches of the educa-

tional service is closed to them. It is not uncommon to find

them now-a -days taking admission, in the Anglo-Persain

department, after passing the Higher Proficiency Arabic

Examination. It is to such men that we must look for the

realization of the ideals to which I allude. Without a know-

ledge of English they can never know what true scholarship

is. For those engaged in catalogue work, a bowing acquaint-

ance at least with French and German is absolutely essen-

tial, and it is my experience that those who know English

find little difficuly in learning enough French and German to

enable them to consult catalogues in these languages.

Of the most interesting manuscripts in the present collec-

tion, I would call special attention to the following :

—

The newly discovered Arabic History of Gujarat, p. 45.

A rare History of Medina called Bahj at un-Nufus, p. 44.

An old commentary on the Hamasa, p. 48.

A hitherto unknown commentary on the Usul-ush-Shdshi,

p. 9.

E. Denison Ross.

The 26th April 1905.
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ARABIC MANUSCRIPTS.

COMMENTAEIES O^ THE QUR'iN.

No. I.

Folios 857. Lines 27. Size9ix4|.

Al-Kashshaf the well-known Tafsir, or commentary* of the Qur'^n

by 4_^^-lflc'«^J| c ^Ji o.^s^ j^laJiyi
, Abu'l-Uasim Muhammad bin

*Umar az-Zamakhsbari. Born 467 (1074) died 538 (1143).

Al-Kashshaf was composed in 528 A. H. The greatest authority

as Tafsir, it particulary deals with the pliilological and grammatical

aspects of the Qur'dn. The author is an expounder of the Mu'tazila

doctrines, see Brock. I, 289, and Ar. Cat. Br. M. 62, 63.

The MS. is divided into 4 parts :

—

Part I. Al-Fatiha (F lb) to Al-An'am (F 243a).

tart II. Al-A'r^f (F 243 ) to Al-Kahf (F 419a).

Part III. Maryam (F 420b) to As-Saffat (F 625a).

Part IV. SM (F 626b) to An-*Nas (F 857a).

FF 419b, 420a, 625b, 626a and 857b are blank.

FF lb, 2a, and the commencing pages of each part are beautifully

decorated. In Parts I and II the text of the Uur^an is in the body

of the MS. in black ink overlined red, in III in the margin in red

ink, and in IV again in the body of the MS. in red ink.

The colophon gives the date in these words :

—

Dated 1107 A. II. Elegant Naskh in a learned band. Good paper.

Begins:— Utu-* lftJ^< UVir jyi^iJi Jyi t5iJ|AU >== f

No. II.

Folios 182. Lines 28. Si/.oOxSJ.

The Samv;.

Contaiuing only the 2nd rjnartcr from »^\j'^\ Al-A'raf to *J<^i

Al-Kahf.

B



ARABIC: COMMENTARIES.

Colophon :

—

Not dated. 18th century. Written in bad naskjb.

No. III.

Folios 515. Lines 25. Size 8^ x 4^.

Tafsir Jami'ul-Jawami'. A ShCa commentary on the Qur'an by

^aWi J-2a)| ^^^s^\ er^ J'^ftJi ^5-1= ^.\ (e^i'^^l (jo^i)) Biyaduddin Abu

'All al-Fadl bin al-Hasan al-Fadl at-Tabarsi, died 548 (1163).

The author who belonged to the Imamiyya sect tells us in the

Introduction that after he completed his two works in^iv^-'l C"*^*

Majma'ul-bayan a larger commentary on the Q,ur'an, and ^s>^^h ^^*^\

Al-Kafi ashshafi an exposition of Al-Kashshaf, his son Abu Nasr

al-Hasan requested him to write another smaller Tafsir which would

include the contents of both his former works, in a condensed form

;

and it was on this request that he undertook to write the present work .

cf. Brock. I, 405.

The work is divided into two parts. Tart I ends on F 244b. On

F245b Part II begins with ^ij^ >«j^-» Sura Maryam.

The MS. ends on F415a with a colophon which gives the date of

composition as 542 A. H.

Begins :

—

Ji^\\ C>-JU Uol* ^* y f,ijS.i\
&{ll<\ 11^:^1 t5iJ|AiJ >*s:^

Copied at Hyderabad, dated 6th Muharram ul-Haram 1058.

Neat nasta'liq, the text of the Qur'an being in fair naskh.

This work has been repeatedly printed.

No. IV.

Folios 684. Lines 25, Size 81 x 4^.

Anwar-ut-Tanzil wa Asrar ut-Ta'wil, better known as Tafsir

ul-Baydawi. The famous commentary on the Qur'an by

—



ARABIC: COMifENTAIlIES. 3

c^jt^^Ji ^* y,t AlJioai: :,x»M ji\ ^iCyhj»o^ Nasir ud-Din Abil Sa'id

'Abdullah bin 'Umar al-Baydawi, died 685 or accordiDg to others

692, A. H.

The text of the Qur'an is in red ink. Fib where the Tafsir

begins is decorated. Gold-ruled border Lines are given throughout.

Begins :— [;>..iJ ^i,iJL*iJ ^^y:J »j>* ^U ^j^'ijU\
Jjj j_5iJi4-U >*sr-'i

Not dated. 17th century. Written in elegant naskh.

No. V.

Polios 546. Lines 19. Size 7| x 4.

The Same.

Only the Ist half. From begiuning to Chapter entitled *-ft<CJ(

Al-Kahi (inclusive). Fib where the MS. begins is decorated. The

colophon is very curious.

The date given 403 A. H. is absurd, being about 3 centuries

before the death of Al-Baydawi. The MS. is apparently of the 17th

centurv A. D. Written in neat elegant naskh.

No. YI.

Folios 218 Lines 31. Size 6J x 6.

The Same.

Only up to chapter entitled <Jihj'*\ ^^H Bani Isrd'il, with notes in

the marginal space written in a recent Nim- 8j\ika8ta, only up to F24.

The text begins on F2b. Fla contains a quotation from tiie sayings

of *Abdulliih bin 'Uluwwi, advising disengagement from wordly affairs.

Fib is blank. F2a contains the title and the author's name in big

characters, which gives the Kunya or surname ^i^ ly.i AbCL-1-Khayr

instead of Abu_Sa*id to Al-Baydawi. Written in good nask^

on thick paper. Not dated. 1 7th century.

B 2



4 ARABIC: COMMENTARIES.

No. VII.

Folios 374. Lines 25. Size 8i + 3|.

The Same.

Only up to chapter entitled ^-fl«^i Al-KaM, and only a few

lines of the commentary on chapter ^ly° Maryam, with marginal

notes. Between FF263-264 is a small leaflet containing notes.

F205a is blank. On F205b begins chapter al-A'raf with a new

beginning.

Not dated. 18th century. Written in Nasta'liq. The text of the

Qur'an being in Naekh. Slightly worm-eaten.

No. YIII.

Folios 323. Lines 23. Size 8^ x 4J.

Thk Same.

The second half only. From chapter «-a^iJi Al-Kahf to the

end. Written in fair naskh on good modern paper, the text of the

Qur'dn being in red ink. Not dated. 19th century.

No. IX.

Folios 643. Lines 35. Size 9^ x 5.

A commentary on Anwdru't-Tanzil of Al-Bayd4wi, in two

volumes.

. No. IXA.

Vol. I: FF9—317 from the middle of *^V^l to the middle of j^} .

No. IXB.

Vol. II: FF318—643 from the middle of j^j to the middle of jl^^i

•which is the last chapter but one Chapter of the Qur'an.

The MS. is thus defective, both at the beginning and the end, and

two volumes together only comprise the second- half of the entire

commentary.
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^s.'{ s .^** hegins F26a —

i aJ 5 t5J->^ it'^*^^ t^'^ ^'^" 6.k.lNs^
'-^i-' J M-^-* ^<fj| ^t^ 3

jIj S,j^^ LgJjjjJ .-4- c;^ ^:^^<>° "^^1 ^^^'^''ij ^*^* ^i'^^ tjiiJi gj^-

On the margin names of authors and books are written against any

statement mentioned in the body of the text. Of these names,

uii^ J cS"^! ^^"^ i (^-^^-^ cT"^ i ^^i »T'j-^*i show that the author

must be some recent Indian author, not improbably J^y^ 'i-ii

^aXs-'io.j-'. Not dated. 17th century. Written in a fair naskh, possibly

autograph.

^^o. X.

Folios 338. Lines 29 Size 8J x 4|.

*«J>;aJ| cxLp^'I J.'ijk\\ ^^i^j } ^\j^h ^^\}^

Gara'ibul-Qur'au wa Raga'ibul-Furqdn, vol III, incomplete at

beginning and end, by (_f;y '-^i^i ^j*^h c;i—=^ vy'.
-^^^ ^'. c;-*. l/^'^i ^^^*

Nizamud-Din Hasan bin Muhammad bin Husayn Al Qummi an-

Nishaburi composed in 728 A. H. For a full description of the work

see Haji Khalfa under c-Lr^Ji *r^Vj^ Grara'ibul-Qur'an. Brockelman

has apparently confused the author with some other writer. See

Brock, I pp. 191, 305, and 511.

In the Teheran lithograph, vol. HI begins with chapter ^^'i Al-Hajj.

The Tafsir ends on Folio 337 after which begins the epilogue in which

the author tells us that he based his commentary chiefly on ol«J|

Al-K.ashshaf and At Tafsir al-Kabir. Then ho gives a list of autho-

rities quoted in the present work.

Some folios at the beginning are considerably damaged. AVritten in

neat naskh. Not dated. 17th century.

The original Tafsir commoncos thun:—
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TRADITIONS.

No. XL

Folios 651. Lines 13. Size 8x4|, of the

Ml page 13^x81.

Sahlh al-Bukhari, the well-known and most authentic collection of

traditional precepts of Muhammad by c5;l^ i J4***»i e/^
•>«'*' *JJio«ui y\

Abu ' Abdullah Muhammad bin Isma'il al-Bukhari b. 194 d. 256 A. H.

(810-870 A.D.) To every tradition the names of its successive

narrators are attached. For an account of the author and his famous

collection see Brockelman I, 156 and Haji Khalfa, under—f^*^
' t**-^

j^/i^^l II, 512.

Fl missing. FF 2—11, recently added, contain a list of

contents. FF 12 and 13 contain an introduction by some com-

mentator of Al-Bukharl, dealing with c^,^\ J^'*! the principles of

collecting traditions. On FI4b begins the text, the usual episode of

praise to God and the prophet being omitted. .

a Jj a Jj

Profuse notes are quoted on the margin and interleaved folios of

varying sizes, chiefly from the commentary to AI-Bukhari by Kirmfini

and ^sj^\J^* Fathul-Bari by ^^^l«->^ Asqalani.

The MS. is in a very damaged and tattered state.

Not dated. 18th century. Written in good naskh.

No. XII.

Folios 675. Lines 15. Size 6^ x 3.

The Samr.

Only the J)^!^-'-^' or the 1st of the 3 parts.

On F lb begins the text.

Dated 1095 A. H. Written in naskh, within ruled border.
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No. XIII.

Folios 228. Lines 27. Size 8i y 5.

Kitabu'1-Kafi fi 'ilmi'd-din, a Shi'a collection of traditions, by

^^joKJi^s-*! ^. «_>^fl*i o-*2C'« Muhammad Ya'qub bin IsMqal-Kulini,

d 328 (939). See Brock. I 189.

The MS. is divided into 4 books.

1. Oss^j JS*J| u.lj;^ 2. o^yJi v^J;/ 3. l^\^\^i

See Rieu. Supp. No. 152, where it is stated that tbe original work

had 30 such books ; also see Berlin Cat. No. 1855. The title of the

MS. is given on F 37a as •J-n*^'''i v''^^ and also at the end of the

MS.

Dated, the 9th Eajab, 1093. Written in a small elegant naskh.

Scribe : Ja'far bin Ahmad Sultanpuri al-Buhrani.

Begins :

—

* Ajils^ wyt^
I
*jlJaI*. ^i elK»J| AJjJ.fiJ ^jV**-*! *i**JJ ^^^l iU O^.s-'j

No. XIV.

Folios 428. Lines 18—23. Size 7x4.

Mishkat 'ul-Mosabih, a very popular collection of traditional

sayings of Muhammad by tir>J.^V^J I Vi^* I ^J^i-^-^' y-.\ i^i>^\ ^ji)

Waliy ud-bin Abu 'Abdillah al-Khatib at-Tabrizi.

The method followed in this collection is the same as that adopted by

^J^*i<i\ n^fiJi ^^»-/c ^Ji u;>—a. Husayn bin Mas'ud al-Farra' al-

Bagawi, d. 516 A. H. c/. Haji Khalfa V 567, also Brock. II 195, and

Ar. Gat. Br. M. 721.

FF 1-6, 300—303, 375—377, 384—428 are replaced recently,

hand and paper varyiug. Notes are written ou the margin, except

on recently added folios.

The authors tell us in the epilogue that the collection was com-

pleted on the last day of Kamaclan, 737 AH.
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Begins on F lb—

Not dated. Probably 17th century. Written in Naskli

the recent additions being in Nasta'liq,

This work has been frequently lithographed in India.

No. XV.

Folios 326. Lines 25. Size 8| x 5.

The Same.

Folios much dislocated, especially at the beginning and the end.

Folio 2 bound inversely; considerably worm-eaten.

Not dated. Probably early 18th century. Written in Naskh

with notes on the margin.

These two MSS. bear the signature of J. H. Harrington who

purchased them for the Madrasa Library.

No. XVI.

Folios 212 Lines 29. Size 8| x 4|.

* J^S'i t^-

Jam'ul-Wasd'il, a commentary on ^^^•i^i J*U-i Shamd'il un-Nabi"a a

by <si>'<y-h ^JJ-'^p u-^ .>*s:'« ^y-'-t'^yi Abu 'Isa Muhammad bin 'Isa

at-Tirmidi d. 279 (892). (c/ Brook I IGl), a collection of traditions

dealing with the person of the Prophet.

Commentator :

—

is/'^h t5'* ^». ^)j*-*h <jS)j^^\ '^^^ ^J\k\M ^j> ^^ie ^Ji<yi\Jy Nur'ud-Din

'All bin Sultan Muhammad al Harawi, better known as Mulla 'Ali al

Qari, died 1014 (1.605), Accordirg to Haji khalfa 1016 A. H.

The MS. begins with commentary on AiJt|» ^ B'ism'illah,

without the Introduction. The commentary was completed on the

15th Sha'ban, 1008, at Mecca.

About 10 lines in end, in continuation, is a quotation from (
4^?:^l^

)

K^fiji's commentary on Al-Kashsnaf, discussing the derivation and

etymology of the word j<i ?u.

Not dated. Perhaps autograph.

"^Vritten in elegant Naskh.
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Begins:— (>« ^^ «>>^»'*» (»*'l a-Jl-J^li c?i ... A-'^ *—"^

p The original work begins:— ^yJ^^\^ (3-'* i (>^^ tfi^lAJJ o>*sr't

see Hdji Khalfa IV 70.

PRINCIPLES OF JURISPEUDENCE.

No. XVII.

Folios 212. Lines 3— 11. Size 5x3.

'Usurush.shashi, a text on principles of Muhammadan Law, by

^5Cji5j»«Ji ^^\JLI\ (»i*i^1 ^^» ^3.^=^1 ^jH*^! f^J Is'izam'uddin

Ishaq bin Ibrahim ash Shashi as-Samarqandi, d 325 (937) cj. Brock.

I. 174.

The first 6 folios of the original MS. are lost and have been

recently replaced by 4 folios. F 9 is missing.

Haji Khalfa gives the title of this book as ^j^-~»^'wl^^ Kitab'ul-

Khamsin or " the Book of Fifty." He says the author being 50 years

old at the time of composition, the treatise was thus named by himself.

Written in Naskh on rough paper with notes on the margin. Not

dated. 18th century.

Begins:— *jiiai ^ijii yjxi^j^h XJ>i* t^^M ^j^\ *^ o>*^l

No. XVIII.

Folios 103. Lines 21. Size 8 x 4i

Fusurul-haw^slii li'IIsurish-Shashi. A commentary on Usul-

ash-sh^shi, above. The author has not beer, identified. He tells us in

the Introduction that the commentary was written at the request of his

friends.

Between FF. 40, 41 and 09, 70 leaflets are inserted containing

notes quoted from Mulla Jiwau's commentary on Al-Manar.

H4ji Khalfa mentions only one commentary of the text of Shashi

^y ij^^j^^^ ij^Jjh^^ cr~^ I cf< '>*^'* Muhammad bin al yasan al

Khwdrazmi al Farahi (V 81), the opening sentence whereof does not

coincide with, that of the present MS., while Broik. seems to
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know none (I 174). It is, however, strange that the oldest text on

principles of Hanifite Jurisprudence should have been neglected by the

commentators.

The MS. bears the signature of J. H. Harrington, who mistook it

for is^)y^\ Jy^* Fusul Ustrushani, composed in 625 A. H. by

«>>** cH '^*'^^ Muhammad bin Mahmud. See Brock. I. 380.

Not dated. 18th century. Written in Nasta'llq, the first 8 folios

are, however, in naskh. Scribe : Muhammad Salim.

Begins:— cj^j <^^ uf* V!>^*^' *^^**^ C?l>'^ «!j^* *^ >>«•'

i

No. XIX.

Folios 127. FF 1—79, in bad naskh, lines 5, size 5x3^.

FF 80—127, in Nasta'liq, lines 7, size 7 x 3^,.

'Usdlul-Husami, a difficult concise text on principles of Hanifite

Jurisprudence by t^^^>-=^i'l j*-^ i>*s'*
^J'.

o*s^ cti'^\ fl-»*> Huedm'ud-Din

Muhammad bin Muhammad 'Umar al Akhsikati, d. 644 (1246)

The text has numerous commentaries; see Brock. I 381, and Ar. Cat

Br. M. 118. The title of the text has been variously given :
—

w*db.Ji J^^i ^» *-*«^*^ Al Muntakhab fi'Usulil-Madhab (Haji KhaLfa

See YI 163). c;^'^! Jj-^^ ^' v^*^^l ^^"^^ Kitab'ul Muntakhab fi Usui

id-Din (Brock. I 381) ^j^i J^i ^^ ^^^*^\ Al Muntakhab fi Usui

ish-Shar', Ar. Cat. Br.M. 118. Profuse notes are written on the

margin.

Not dated. 18th century. Slightly worm-eaten.

Begins:—

No. XX.

Folio 244. l^ines 21. Size 5 x 3.

At-Tawdih fi halli G-awamid it-Tanqih, a very popular commen-

tary on Tanqih ul-Usul, a text on the principles of Hanifite law, both

the commentary and the text being by the same author, —
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'Ubayd'ullah bin Mas'dd bin Tkj ush-Sharl'a, d. 747 (1346). The

author tells us in the preface that the work was dedicated to King

Giyas ud-Din.

For other works of the author, and commentaries on fi^j^\

al-Tawdih, See Brock. II. 214, and Haji Khalfa II. 443.

The marginal space contains notes from ^^^^ Talwih and other

commentaries.

The text and the commentary are respectively indicated by letters

l»
and ^ .

Dated, 4th Eajab 991 A. H. Written in small elegant naskh

The work has been prirted in India.

The commentary begins:— l-i'^ij S^j' ^^'* *IJ l^^oU*.

The text begins : v-*JaJ
| ^| oa^ a^j

No. XXI.

Folios 391. Lines 20. Size 8^ x 3|.

* zsxAViil ^jfiU *-A.^ ^ ^^li^l

At-Talwih fi kashfi Haqa*iqit-Tanqi, a commentary on ^^j^f

At-Tawdih, above, by i^IjliaJJi j^c ^^ .>^*«.a. ^^l^\,i^A^ Sa'd ud-Din

Mas'fid ibn 'Omar at-Taftazani born 722 (1322) died 791 (1389);

composed Dil-Qa'da 758, (Nov. 1357) ; cf. Brock- III 216, and H^ji

Khalfa III 444.

The MS. is written in several hands; ff. 1—144, 181— 197, in

rough naskh, probably belong to early 18th century, while the rest is

in modem Indian Nasta'liq. Moderately worm-eaten.

Begins:— s\j*i\ ^'ij^} Jyo\ ajlvi; ^^] ^6J\ ii) ^*x^\

The work has been lithographed in India.

No. XXII.

Folios 477. Lines 19-18. Kize 8 x 4.

Thk sami:.

FF. S and 9 replace one missing folio of the original MS.

Not dated. 18th century. Written in an elegant Nasta*li(j.

At the end, 4 folios belonging to J)^\ Al-Motawwai, by the

Bame author, liavo been bound in.
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No. XXIII.

Folios 200. Lines 12. Size 6^ x 3^.

H^slii3-a 'ala-t-Talwih.

A commentary on fij^^^^ At-Talwih, otherwise known as

^^^>Jiy,-»a.i Ahsan ut-Tawdih. By Shaykh-ul-Isldm Sayfud-din known

as t^M3^ft"J|>H-^^ i.e, grandson of Mulla Sa'dud Din Mas'ud ibn

Omar Taftazani. He was Shaykhul Islam of Khorasan for nearly

thirty years. In 916 A. H. Sultan Hosayn removed him from his office

and he died in the same year. See Abdul Hayy's Ta'liqatus-Saniyyah

page 55.

Not dated. 18th century. Written in fair Ta'liq

Begins, without any introduction, or the usual episode of praise

to God and the Prophet.

No. XXIV.

Folios 266. Lines 21. Size 7^ x 4^.

An-Nuqiid war-rudud, (volume I only).

A commentary by Muhammad Yusuf Al-Kii'mani ^J'-^^/J
i '^^ji o-*s^

d786 A.H.,on J,)->o^i^'^i^ Mukhtasar ul-Usul by v-^l^ cr'.ilbn Ha jib,

which is an abridgment of J-^^^ ^ J^i^^*^ JJ'o'^i
_,

Ji,^-J| ^^'i^i^A,

Muntahds-su'ud wal-amal fi 'ilmayil-Usuli wal-jadal. This commen-

tary is a refutation of seven other great commentaries of the text, in

defence of the one by the author's own teacher ^" ^\ ^jiii\^'^*

*Adud'ud-Din al-'Iji. See Haji Khalfa V£ 172, where he gives

tho title as ^^^^ij Jj^i an-Nuqiil wa'r-rudAd. This commentary is

unknown to Brock. See I 306.

The author tells us in the introduction that he referred to the

seven great commentators by the name by which they are generally

known, and to others by the expressions J*^ {i.e., " it is said ") or

tt,^J^\^^ <^*> {i.e.y " some of the commentators "i^
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One folio at the beginning is wanting. Folio 12a (more than

half) and Folio 12b a,re blank, without causing any gap. Dated, the

20th Muharram, 1100 A.H. Written in nasta'liq.

Scribe: *^h <-R-tJ^i^< Mir Lutfu'Uah.

After the preface the commentary begins :

—

V^l;*^ 'ii^lfi a.J ilj (<U5j V^"--••l ^. J*" J^l oi>^ ji-^iJi J 15

il,^*
aJJi c^^- ^ Vi;x*JUj|

'^J
^^s^ r^^->

4^**.^| &U| r—

^

jUsVly;.* ^^Jlj^-Ai o-i?^ O ^Jl' >i*i U| U^-LJ ^iw^ <ij| ^ .>Ijr*

No. XXV.

Folios 142. Lines 17. Size 6| x 3.

Da'ir'ul-Wusdl ila 'ilmil-Usul, a commentary by o*«* AiJio^x* ^^

^^j^l o.^s^ ^J »'-i ci,b- 4jj ALii 'ALdillah Muhammad bin

Mubdiak Shah bin- Muhammad al-Haravi, on y^\ al-Manar of

ii«jJl ,i*a,( y^j i-}\o^ cJ^j^i ji\ e;J^i-^*'^ H^fi? ud-Din abul-Barakat

'Abdullah bin Ahmad an-Nasaii d 710 (1310). The commentator

tells us in the introduction that the present commentary is an abridg-

ment of his larger commentary on the same text titled Jj^ tji^^^

MadAr ul-Fuhill. See also Haji Khalfa VI 125, Brock. II 196.

The commentary has been printed iu Calcutta.

Dated, the 2nd Dul-Hajj, 1209 {^io). Written in nasta'h'q. Soribe:

Ni?Am'ud-Din Siddiq.

Begins :

—

*
.

. "^
I
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No. XXVI.

Folios 125. Lines 17. Size 7^ x 4.

Tahrirud-dd'ir, a commentary on ^yo'^\j\i> DA'iru al-UsAl,

by ^13 y^^s'^ ^^i ^U jyi d-^sx^ Muhammad Nur 'Alam bin Muhammad
Taj, evidently an Indian writer of recent years.

Not dated. 19th century. Written in Nasta'liq.

Scribe: jiJ^h^*^^*^* Muhammad Eafi*ul-Qadr.

Begins:— J^^'i] y ^^Jij_jl* ^a 5I| aJi^ tjjJi aU >*ar^(

No. XXVII.

Folios 169. Lines 11. Size 8^ x 3^.

Al-Musallam, a text on principles of jurisprudence, very popular

in India, by ^5; W^il j/'-^Ji^V* ^j'. *^i •-*s'° Muhibullah bin 'Abdush-Shakflr

al-Bihari. d.lil9 (1708).

The author gives the date of composition, in the introduction, in a

chronogram. "ci,_^( ^~^'* &si^\} ^\ e»^jrliJ|«£JJU ^i*«J| J

The words o^^^^i |»^-n« Musallamus—Subut=1109 A. H.

(1697A.D.) See Brock. II 421. Notes of the author himself are written

on the margin.

Dated the 10th Da-Hajj, 1229. Written in a fair nastd'Iiq.

Scribe: c^i"^^!*^^ Wajih'ud-Din.

Begins :— <ji»^'h^\ J-jI ^ oUJiJjJ ^^Ji &1J c^s^\

MUHAMMADAN LAW (FIQH).

No. XXVIII.

Folios 442. Lines 15-17. Size 6| x 3i.

Al-Hida}a, Books III. and IV, the most prevalent and authentic

work on Hanifite Jurisprudence. It is the commentary on —
t^aivJiS.il>j , Bidayatul-Mubtadi. both the text and the commentary

being by the same author, ,y^'^''j-^\ />. ^'-K yj'- J^^ ^aifi^\ ^^jK
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Burhdn'ud-Din 'Ali bin Abi Bakr al-Margiii4m, d. 593 (1197). See

Brock. I 376, also Haji Khalfa, YI 479.

The contents of F 52b are wrong and consequently penned

through. FF 241 and 244a are blank.

Bk III begins with ^^^-"i w^^^

Bk lY ditto **i^l w^i (F 244b)

Dated, the 4th Sha'ban 1219. Written in Nasta'liq, by Abdul

Wahid, for Mawlawi Shaykh Mu'in'ud-Din, son of Shaykh Muhammad
Najib, inhabitant of Ja'farpur.

No XXIX.

Folios 611. Lines 27. Size 7^ x 4.

A commentary on ^?.l«»^Jl al-Hidaya. The MS. being defective

at the beginning, the author could not be ascertained.

The colophon, »j>hJi w^^-^^i •^•j
, shows that the title is H'**'l

Al-Hadya.

Begins abruptly :

j^J( aJ^5 /*^j *i-Lp lii\ ^_^.«e> (^V'^l *:^-^«5 &A^J y i^Jiii .U*fii*o| &)_U

>lfiLL fUixJi J«A. ^j.\ *.Ui' (•t^^i ) 't^'* J^ '(•i'*'*^ V'*'^ J''=*' ''i o.l*A.

FF262 b and 263a are blank.

F263b ^ihh^^ begins

Ends ^^-Cs'i <»a.^r o.x»Ji ^3*^ i^LS^i ^^UjJijjJi^tiJtj ^^yj i^J^j ^-.xJj,
^

Probably the commentary is by ijjj-^y^ \
i^s^i") L5>Jy*

Mawlwi Ilabdad al-JawnpAri. See i^^i -^^i* jlJi j_^» ^.^i^^^JiiarV**

No. XXX.
Folios 370. Lines 7. Size 6] x 3J.

Kanzud-daq4'iq, a fpxt on Ifanifito Jurisprudenoe, by

^flUJlo^^i ^> AlJp3.= d-'Oiiyi ^^i^'i AiU n.4fi^ ud-Pin abAl-Barak^t
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*AbdilUh bin Ahmad an-Nasafi. d. 710 (1310). The text has nume-

rous commentaries, cf Brock. II 196, and Haji Khalfa V 249.

FF 2, 364.370 are replaced recently.

Notidated. Early 18th century. Written in naskh, with notes on
the^margin.

w tw J)

Begins:— /*^3li^» |»UJt^l c5iJl ^Jj 0.4^^1

No. XXXI.

Folios 246. Lines 8. Size 6x3.

The same.

FF 117, 118, 237—240 are blank, but the text is complete

ISIot dated. 18th century. Written in modern nasta'liq, by

9amid ud-Din, son of Khundkdr Hilalud-Din.

No. XXXII.

Folios 227. Lines 9. Size 6^ x 3|.

The Same.

The last 4 folios contain only 5 lines.

The following quartain in conclusion, containing chronogram,

gives the date of MS. and scribe's name, Mu'izz ud-Din.

The words within commas=1219, A.H.

Written in fair naskh.

No. XXXIII.

Folios 220. Lines 17. Size 6| x 3f

.

Sharh ul-Wiqayah, a very popular work on jurisprudence of the

Hanifites, by the author of ^'^\ (^^^ly J* t5* ^i-^y^'i mentioned

above. The work is a commentary on ^il*^! J"'l-"«' (^ H\^^\h^'')

cf. Brock. I 376.

FF 1 and 2, recently added, contain a table of contents. F4 is mis-

placed before F3.
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Beginning on F'lb, Sharh ul-Wiq6yah ends on F217a.

Dated, the 17th Safar, 1120 A.H. Written in small rough nasta'liq,

the text and oommentary being indicated by letters
f
and cA .

Scribe : Sayfud-Din, son of Badr ud-Dfn.

FF 217b—220b contain, diagonally written, a pamphlet, in Persian

on u«i'y or the Law of Inheritance by yj'^j^ \ c;Ui* ^J\ w^*J. Ta'qflb

bin Usman al-Jarhi.

In the end, one folio ofy LfejJij »U^Vi Ai-ashbdh wan-Na?4'ir has been

bound along with the MS., through the negligence of the binder.

Sharh ul-Wiqayah begins :

—

The pamphlet begins :

—

No. XXXIV.

Folios 225. Lines 21. Size 8i x 4i

The same.

Dated the 3rd year of the reign of Bahddur Shah, i e. 1120 A.H.

"Written in fair nasta'liq, the text of Wiq6yaht-ar-riwdyah being in

naskh.

Scribe : Mu];iibbu'lUh, son of Kamdlu'll^h.

No. XXXV.

Folios 438. Lines 15. Size 6x3.

Tas SAME.

F7 is misplaced before F6. Many folios have been cut on the top or

otherwise damaged, and the lines thus made defective, have been

completed on pieces of paper pasted over recently. Begins on F2b, ends

on 437. Profuse notes are written on the margin.

FF 437b and 438a contain a quotation from the writings of Kamdl
Bddfihahzada, describing tbe seven stages of ^t^' or nien versed in

Muhammadan Law.

Diited, the 27tb Tlajab, U.34; at Sh4h Jahindbdd (Delhi), in the

reign of Muhamrrad S^ah. Written in naskh.
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No. XXXVI.

Folios 367. Lines 20-21. Size 6^ x 3^ (not uniform).

Dakhiratu'I-'uqbA, a commentary on Sharh ul-Wiqayah above, by

i^^l^l i^V ij^^- •-'a;**' I '^-*'^ o? •-*r>i • Yusuf bin Janayd

be'tter known as A'kbi Chalpi 'al-Tuqati, d. 904 (1499). cf Brock. II, 227,

also Haji Khalfa VI, 460. Date of composition 891 A.H.

F8 is misplaced between FFl and 2. FFl— 3 recently added in

modern paper.

Dated, 17tli Sha'ban, 1143A.H. FF4—11, 30—39, 41—50 are

written in small elegant naskh, the rest being in varieties of nasta'liq

Begins: ^l/^' **jy^(j>^ ^^A tsbJi dJJ ^«s^(

No. XXXVII.

Folios 379. Lines 29. Size 8i x 5.

* ^i5l>J ^^'^^

Fatawa Bazzaziyyah, a work on Hanifiue Jurisprudence by

c5;<l7^' ^?3!i^''
^^"^

y:fi '^=^ c/i»J| -fe'l*
, Hafizud Din Mubammad

bin Muhammad al-Bazzazi al-Kardari, d. 827 (1424). See Brook. II

225, and Haji Khalfa II 49. Printed in Kazan 1308 A. H.

Dated, the 27th Eabi I, 1084, or the 10th year of Aurangzib's

reign. Written in naskh. Scribe : Muhammad Afdal, son of Shaykh

Rahmatullah.

Begins: ^^\) gy*a)|J-a>i aU* S!*a^i ^iL^ij^ ^\ ^i^ c>*^(o..^

The MS. bears the signature of J. H. Harrington who purchased

it for the Madrasa Library.

No. XXXVIII.

Folios 331. Lines 31. Size 8^ x 5.

Duraru'l-Hukkam, a commentary on Guraru'l-Ahkam, a work on

Hanifite Jurisprudence, both by the same author,

—

>^A. ^ j^JLc
^i;< )/*]/ cri ^s'* Muhammad bin Faramurz bin *Ali

Mulld Kbusraw, d. 885 (1480). For a full account of the work, see

Haji Khalfa IV 312; also Brock. II 226.
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Tho manuscript is incomplete ; at the beginning one folio is want-

ing, and it ends where the chapter on t*^''i^^ begins.

A table of contents has been added in the end in a very recent

hand.

The text is given in red, while the commentary is in black ink.

The black has eaten into the paper in many places.

Not dated. 18th century. Written in naskh. After the in-

troduction the commentary begins thus :

No. XXXIX.

FF197. Lines 17. Size 8x4.

Al-ashbah wa'n-Na?a'ir, a treatise on Hanifite Jurisprudence, by

^s^ c^iU ^ij**^\ (tif^\y.\ Ji ui>^^luri3 ZaynuVAbidin bin Ibrdhim

better known as Ibn Nujaym ; d 970 (1563;. Composed, 969 A. H. The

author tells us in the introduction that the present work was written with

the object of supplying the want of a proper work for Hanifites, on the

lines of the work bearing the same title by Taju'd-Din as-Sabki. d. 771

(1370) ^{ride Brock. II, 90.) The work is divided into 7 cfJ^'* or sections;

See Haji Khalfa I, 309, also Brook. II, 310.

The manuscript is incomplete. Part V begins on F 194a bottom.

Ends :—

d-iiJ f\jJiJb -j*ai ^] yc\ l*x)jAi'L)j| Aj^i U

Not dated. 19th century. Written in a fair nasta'Jiq.

Begins

:

No. XL.

Folios 192. Linos 19. Size 6i x 3|.

Fat^wd 'Ibrahim Sh4hi, a collection of opinions and decisions of

particular law-oases by j^^t^^' p^^'h v^-^l <^**^ i^ «>*' Ahmad bin

c 2



20 Arabic: muhammadan law (fiqh).

Muhammad known a3 Ni?dm aUJilanf, dedicated to Ibrahim *Adil

Shah, King of Bijdpnr, reigned 1535—58 A. D.

The work is unknown to Brockelman. The Edmpur Library pos-

sesses two copies of the work.

The manuscript is only the 2nd vol. ; beginning with ^^i wl-^^ it

ends with t^-^*-^ I w*^^

The manuscript is defective at the beginning ; 4 folios missing.

FF5—8 are out at the top, 2 lines disappearing. Dated, the 17th

Eamadan, 12 1 6. Written in a small nasta'liq. Scribe: Muhibbu'd-

Din of Anw^rpAr,

No. XLI.

Folios 381. Lines 19. Size 7 x 3^.

Fatdwa 9amddiyah, a collection of particular instances of Muham-

madan Law by tf^yUJi ^iflJi^'~^ ^^ \J>) ^^aIi^i Abu'l Fath Eukn

bin Hisdm al-Muf ti an-Nakuri.

The author tells us in the introduction that when he came to

Nahrwdla, a city in Gujrat, he entered the assembly of*—4i^>.(>Jl.>UA.

fl/' t^'^l^ cr? '>^^t Hamddu'd-Din Ahmad bin Qadi Akram, who was

SUaIi ^13 or Chief Justice. He conferred on the author and his

Bon, MawMna Da'iid, the duties of Legal Eemembrancer, which led

to the present compilation by their joint effort. In this work

they have collected all the authentic and reliable opinions of '^ai

(the learned in law) with regard to particular cases, such as were the

voice of the majority.

Then he gives a long list of books, wherefrom he has taken his

materials, and which he has used as authorities. In Fatawa 'Alamgiri

this work is very frequently cited as an authority. The work was,

therefore, probably composed about 1000 A. H.

Curiously enough the work as well as the author are totally un-

known to Brockelmann.

The work was lithographed by the Asiatic Society in the year

1826.



ARABIC: MDHAMMADAN LAW (fIQh). 21

The last folio has been replaced recently. Not dated.

18th century. "Written in Naskh with scanty notes on the margin.

Begins e»l*iVi^ ^a.yj|^,^ii y^;_aXjJ| ^.^5 j^ ^^i\ *iJo-»«^i

No. XLII, A, B, and C.

Lines 27 or 29. Size 9 x SJ.

Fatdwd 'Alamgiri, an exhanstive collection of opinions regarding

particular instances of Muhammadan Law, composed by a commission

presided over by Sliaykh Nizam, appointed by Emperor Sultan Muhi-

yud-Din Awrangzib 'Alamgir, reigned 1069—1118 A. H, or 1659-

1707 A. D. 0/ Brock. II 417. The work has been frequently litho-

graphed and printed and is very popular in India.

Complete, bound in 3 vols.

No. XLIIA.

Vol. I.—FF573. Contains Parts I and 2.

Part I from ij^f^h ^^'^^ to ^*^ w^/ , inclusive, (FFl—131).

Part II from ^^Oi ^^Ur to J^»jh v^J* inclusive, (FF132b--End).

F66 is missing.

No. XLIIB.

Vol. II.—FF602. Contains only Part III of the work, from

C^l wt^^ to «-*-aaJ|wI^ inclusive.

Two original folios at the beginning are recently replaced by

4 folios.

No. XLIIO.

Vol. III.—FF416. Contains Part IV of (he work. From

imAli] wUr to t^il/Ji w'ii" inclusive.

FF1,411—416 are replaced in a recent hand.

Dated, at the end of Part I, the 1 1th 8haww61, 1112 A. H., written

in a small elegant nasta'liq.



22 ARABIC: MUHAMMADAN LAW (fIQH).

Begins :

—

No. XLIII.

FF607. Lines 25. Size 7i x 3f

.

The same.

Only the Part II from ^^| v^^ to oiSyi ^lif with a table of

contents at the beginning.

Not dated. 18th century. Written in a small good naskh,

•within borders ruled in black and red, on excellent paper.

No. XLIV.

Folios 225. Lines 25. Size 8 x 4i.

The same.

Only the 1st one-third portion of Part III of the work. From

^>^l w^^^ to i^^'^\ *~>'i] v'-^ inclusive.

Folios are much misplaced especially at the end.

No. XLV.

FF 205. Lines 25. Size 8^ x 5.

The same.

Only the last one-third portion of Part III of the work. From

8^UV| wl^ to v^^^i v^^* inclusive.

These two manuscripts together form the beginning and the conclud-

ing portions of the Part III of the entire work. Between them, from

obl«iJ| ,^lir to Ai^-'l wl-^ , inclusive, is wanting. They are both in

the same hand—a small elegant naskh.

The colophon at the conclusion of the latter manscript runs thus

:

^^lu aJUjk/t o»y^ *j^ r* **«** J^i'its*'*^ ji'^ u* 4^*- ^j^^i



ABABIC: MUHAMMADAN LAW (fIQH). 23

Probably the words »-fl^l ^ are omitted in the end. Thus the date of

manuscript appears to be the 5th Jamadi I, 1097 A. H.

No. XLVI.

FFd29. Lines 21, sometimes 20 or 24. Size 10 x 4.

The same.

Only the 2nd half of Part III of the work, from ^y'Vi ^\Xi to

•-*-aAj(^_,lii Incomplete at the end.

FF496 to end written in a neat elegant naskh, the rest being in

good nasta'liq.

Fla where ^he manuscript begins is decorated at the top. Not dated

Early 18th century.

FF573.

No. XLVII.

Lines 25 Size 11 X 5|.

The same.

Part IV complete, from **a^| ^^l^ to c^il^l w^^ Contains a table

of contents at the beginning. Not dated. Early 18th Century.

Written in neat good naskh.

LAW OF INHEEITANCE.

No. XLVIII.

FF117 Lines 5 Size 4^ x 2. Sometimes lines

are 2^ inches long.

Fara'idu's-Sirfijiyah, the famous treatise on Law of inheritance, by

Sirdju'd-Din <^>J^'^-^l ^i^J]^" ur? i^s:^ ^Ji, >^s^ jA\)By,\ ^j^jji^i^

Abu T^hir Muhammad bin Muhammad bin 'Abdu'r-Rashid as-

Sajdwandi, of the 6th century A. H. tl^ji Khalfa gives the title as

Far4'idu's-Saiawandi {vide IV 399). Soo also Brook. I, '^79.

Both at the beginning and end of the manuscript various notes are

written indifferently. Beginning on F 9b, ends onF114b. Written



24 ARABIO: THBOLOaY.

in nasta'liq, some paxts being in naskh. Dated, the 2ad Pu'1-Qajj

1094 A. H.

Begins: u^iytaJi^a. ^^^h^j '^ ^•*''l

THEOLOGY.

No. XLIX.

Folios 458. Lines 25 Size 7i x 4^.

A commentary on (*^\ j»i*
^j* k-i5i^J| al Mawfiqif ft *ilmi'l-kaUm, a

text on Theology by cjs-^l •^*-i ^j^. u-^'^j^l^^ c;J'>J|*"^* j^-^l*

Q6di 'Adud ud-Din *Abd lir-Eahm^n bin Ahmad al-I'ji d. 766 (1365).

Commentator i^^'fj^ \
>«'*

c^^ (^* •-a^.^-^ i-^-d^ Sayyad Ash-Sharif

*AH bin Muhammad al-Jurj^ni, d. 816 (1413). Cf. Brock. II, 208-9.

Berl. Cat. No. 1801.

The commentary was completed in early Shawwdl 807 A.H., at

Samarqand.

FF 1— 12 are in a recent hand ; about 20 folios after that are much

worm-eaten, and pasted over, the defective portions being completed in

a recent hand.

Dated, 1003 A.H. Written, at Samarqand, in a small neat nasta'

liq, within borders ruled in blue and red. The name of the scribe has

been curiously erased.

Begins :

—

No. L.

Folios 75. Lines 23. Size 7^ x ^,

The same.

Only the 8-eUJ| ^^Vi^^i ^^UJ| ur»>J| .

Folios are misplaced in the following order:—9, 13, 11, 12, XO, 14

—18, 22, 23, 20,' 21, 24—
F 19 is wanting.

Not dated 17tb Centarjr Nim>3^iu>ta
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Begins :

No. LI.

Folios 101. Lines 17. Size 7x4.

The same.

Only the X*l«J| ^^^i't^* ^y'*^! •-aS^l . Between FF40 and 41

is a gap of over 25 folios. The missing portion being from—

The following folios are misplaced in the following order : 74, 77, 75,

76, 78-81, 85, 84, 83, 82, 86. Between FF 77 and 78 is another

gap, only a few folios missing. F 100 bound inversely.

Not dated. Early 18th century. Written in Nim Shikasta.

No. LIT.

Folios 159. Lines 25. Size 7 x3J.

A commentary on «JiSijJi -^-A
, Sharhu'l-Maw^qif.

The MS. wants the usual preface, and the author could not be

ascertained.

Not dated. Early 18th century. Written in a fair naskh.

Begins :
—

*A»lA^ ^ijJ| »;Ui'i djUi" ixfcA. 4J(^A« dlJi »o-»«J j'a.Ji\ ^J*Ji Ajji

jr j^i iU-4J| U-J o'< ^ l^' y '^-^ J1'4':-*V( iPi^ XiU, j.JbJ| ^
AJ|J ,^ dJl*.^»^| AJU ^J, aj^i j^*J,j ^^J,j, ^« ya^ ^j



26 ARABIC: THEOSOPHY—8UFISM.

THEOSOPHY-SuFiSM.

No. LIII.

Folios 502 Lines 30-32. Size 9^ x4f

.

Ihy^'u *uluini'd-Din, a great sufistic work by

—

Ahii Hamid Muhammad bin Muhammad al-Gazzali, born 445 (1059)

;

died 505 (1111).

The entire work is divided into 4 broad divisions

:

'

(1) oi^lv^l ,(2) «t,i.3Wi ,(3) o'^W/ ,(4) oUsi*^

See Haji Khalfa I 180 ; Brock. I 420-i;2 ; Ar. Oat. Br. Mus. pp.

337, 386 and 658.

This MS. is only the 2nd half of the work, viz :

—

o^l«^l and «i.'^**^i

FFl and 2 are recently replaced.

Part III of the work «i>'^*J| begins on F 1 b :
—

J=\js'\ ^
^jS)\ (*J11a ?) jH* »-^|;^| ii»),>^>.*^il^jJ| «U A**^!

Ends on F 222a, FF222 and 223a being blank.

Part IV of the work c»^!s^i begins on F 223 b—

Z "

Dated, the 2nd Safar, 925 A.H.

Written in an elegant Turkish naskh.

No. LIV.

Folios 218 Lines 13. Size 4i x2i.

Kitiibu'l-alif or Kit^bu'l-ahadiyat, a §ufistic mystical work by

tjtj*h vfi us^' {j^.
^•**'*

crt«^^l ts^* Muhiyu'd-Din Muhammad bin

*A11 bin al-'Arabi, d. 638 (1240).

See 5aji Khalfa V 50 ; Brock. 1 445 ; Cat. Berl. No. 2971.

The MS. ends on F 218a. Then foEow 7 folios, whereof the latter

5 contain medical prescriptions.
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Not dated. 17th century. Written in a beautiful Nim-

sHkasta, within borders ruled with red ' unw^ns.

Begins :

—

'

2yJ|y,l«=»- l^U ^aJ^\ ^J'J^ ti^SA.)i\ ^J.»
,^*J OAl^l l^j^^j Ai (»X5U

No. LV.

Folios 155. Lines 9. Size 5| x 3^.

*Aynu'l-*ilni, a treatise on Sufism.

MuUa 'All al-Qari, d. 1040 A. H., wrote a commentary on this text

in which, agreeing with ^^ vyJ| Ibn Hajar, he said that the author is

an Indian, but according to 9aji Khalfa and others it is by

Muhammad bin *Usman bin *Umar al-Balkhi., d. 800 A. H.

See Hdji Khalfa IV 283.

In the Berlin Library catalogue the title of the work is given as

^j^^l*Ji^Ali^ Manahiju'l 'Arifin (see No. 3064), and the author is

said to be ^^'^J^\ ca^^^iax^ ^J^ iiJi^* 'Abd'ulldh bin 'Abdur Eahmfin

al-Mad6'ini. See also 94ji Khalfa VI 13063.

The work is divided into 20 chapters and a Khatima.

The preface is in rhymed prose.

Dated, the 8th Eabi *I, 1090, A. 11. Written in a rough but neat

naskh. Scribe : ^li^-r^yoO^ ^ dlj, ^^ ^-.Ug^ji 'Abdu'IMhbin

Shaykh Ndsir al-Khashndmi.



28 Arabic: philosophy—natural and intellectual.

PHILOSOPHY.

Natural and intellectual.

No. LYI.

Folios:484. Lines 15. Size 6x3.

* (^^^' '^*^l ) di>i*^i;Iri ^ w'V
Al-Burhdn fi Asr^ri'lMizdn, a great philosophical work in 4

vols, by t.5^<^% I us"^ c^- ;'°*i' crl ^^ Ali bin Aydamur bin 'Ali al-

' Jildaki, d. 734 (1342).

Cf. Brock. II, 138 ; Berl. cat. No. 4185. Cat. Br. Museum 745.

The MS. contains only the 2nd vol.

Not dated, J 7th century. Written in a fair naskh.

Begins: fi/'^^ ^^^^h cf^bJi (jJ^i^ <^A.j*i\ i}^\ <-^Ui aU •war'i

No. LVII.

Folios 76. Lines 19. Size 6^ x 3.

A commentary on Hidayatu'l-Hikmah, a text on Philosophy,

by (Jj*'."^ ^ J*aaa, y;j Ji^aJ| Asiru'd-Din Mufaddal. 'Umar al-Abharl

d. 660 (1262).

Commentator: t?S>>Ji «/i'>-'i tji*^ uf^ sji"^ Husayn bin

Mu'inu'd-Din al-Maybudi, d. 890 (1485).

The commentary was composed in 880 (1475). It has been

frequently printed and lithographed in India.

See Brock. I 464. Cat. Berl. No. 5065.

FF. 17 and 18 are misplaced between FF. 213 and 24.

Not dated. 17th century. Written in Nim-shikasta. Begins

on F. 26 :

j^l^ llAjLi. j»«J|U ^ ^sr'i ii A>J| j>j*i.^ Jr^ *i *J c*- f\ ^l-^l

iSi^\ c^.^l iji*^ ur? o^-* ij'^y^ ^^- r^**^i JA* "^ .> r^'

No. LYIII.

Folios 170, Lines 20-23. Size 7 k 4.

Ash Shamsu'l B^zigah, the commentary on **J4Jl U^^i AI-

5;kimatu'l B61iga, a treatise on Philosophy.



ARABIC: LOGIC-DEDUCTION. 29

Both text and oommentary are by the same author—

Mulla MahmAd al-Jawnpuri al-Faruqi, d. 1062 A. H.

For an account of the author see ^jli-^^iA ^t-if ^* iy^^J|g.a:f^ also

Brock. II, 420.

Some folios at the beginning are dislocated. F170 is placed

inversely. The MS. is incomplete at the end. The work has been

lithographed in India.

Not dated. 18th century. Written in a rough nasta'liq.

Begins: c/iy^^Ji *3t^<>*«^ ^^^ ^^\ ^ ^Jiy^\s^^ &^ ^*ai^\

Logic-Deduction.

No. LIX.

Folios 384. Lines 19. Size 6x3i

Law4mi*ul-Asr^r fi sha'-hi Matali'*ul-anwar. A commentary on

^lyVi^Ua-o a famous text on logic (Deduction) by

—

^JyKp[ y^ ^1 c^> vy'i'^^ji;-' ^^'*^-' Qadi Siraj.ud-Din bin Abi Bakr

Al-armawi, d. 682 (1283).

Author:— f^y)^ '^^'^ ^- '^^"^^ e/i«^i^^^ Qutbud-Din Muhammad

bin Muhammad Ar-Eazi, d. 766—1364. See Brock. I, 467; Berl.

cat. No.* 5087.8, also Haji Khalfa, V 595.

Between FF 266 and 267 is a gap, some folios missing. FF 306a,

313a, 313b, 317b, 318a, 323a are left partially blank for diagrams.

This commentary is generally known as ^ l^ ^^ Not dated.

18th century. Written in a slanting nasta'liq.

Begins: «-5y«Ji (y*}a.», ^^ y o^i^»J| ^J^i y\ (^'i» ^ ^**^h

No. LX.

Folios 209. Lines 19. Size 7^ x 3^.

I FF. 1—70b Jil^ l/> ajmIU^ cvi>|j .y^ aj^U

A oommentary on the commentary of —



3^ Arabic: logic-deduction.

Jal61ud-din Muhammad bin As'adis-siddiqi ad-daww^ni, d. 907 (1502)
on Taftdz^ni's Tahzibu'l-Mantiq. Commentator —
i^ f^i t«j-«i| (U 6*s* ^j^^h ^ <^A\)ji.K See Ind. Offioe Cat. 544.

For an account of his life see c;li^^<>^A J(i']^^» iyl*«J| laA^

Chap- II.

Begins

:

cji^ *^ . F 71a is blank.

II. FF 71b—end

A commentary by t5^*<Ji ^^i^ji ^i* Mir Ahu'l Fathi's Sa'idi,

d. 950(1544), on JaUl's Commentary (see above). This latter

commentary on Tahzibu'l-Mantiq being incomplete, the author says

after finishing his commentary (FI72b)

—

od^ A»j fc-AiXJ e>| I-hJ^^ u-^i ^' <Si^ 2.Jils:^I 2JUW( ^-Ai^a: I
»2-*) .^ i|

The words ^H^JiJ^i refers to i^^*h v^i^^ . Then he (
^iftJijjl^ )

gives a supplement to Jaldl's commentary on Taftazani's text. See

Brock. II 215.

Begins

:

Dated, on F 70a, the 17th Du'l ^ajj, 1115A.H. Written in a fair

nasta'liq. The 1st commentary contains notes written on the margin

in a very rough hand.

No. LXI.

Folios 61. Lines 28-31. Size 8| x 4^

A commentary on SuUamul-'ulum, a text on logic by iSjUhh *^\ v*'"

Muhibbu'Udh Al-Bihari, d. 1119 A. H. (the author of (*i-Jl see above.)

Author: ij^jd^ ij*^^\ f^\^ «>*«^ »y* »-^)^V« cr^ ^*^ Muhammad bin

Mubdrak bin Muhammad Da'im Adhami Faruqi See Brook. II 421.



ARABIC: BHETORia 31

On F 32a begins c^^A»fi5 . Only the Ist half of the commentary,

viz., the portion of e»ij_^*fiiJ
i is well known and has been lithographed.

The colophon runs thus :
—

Xi* ^^ t-^j^* «3»*s* 8aV '^l<t^ ^^y ^J^ *^^ J^&Sj^jJLi\^^

The date, the 7th Eabi'I, 1143A.H., is certainly that of composition

but, though the scribe's name is t^^^V» «i-*=^ Muhammad Mubarak,

the MS. cannot possibly be autographed being written in such a bad

nasta'liq.

Begins : ^^*»^'. *^j^^f t-^'iltj yj^^ ^h f,^\
\Jj^s*^

EHETOKIC.

No. LXIL
Folios 193. Lines 25. Size 8 x 4|.

* SM
Al-Mutawwal or Ash-Sharh'ul Kabir or the larger commentary by

Sa'dud-DinMas'ii d bin 'Umar at-Taftaz^ni on ^UjjJi (^xsl» a treatise

on rhetoric by iJ-i)j^\ ij-^jil'^i" er^ tJ*** c/i^Jl JU^ Jamalu'd-Din

Muhammad bin 'Abdu'r Rahman al-Qazwini, Khatib or preacher of the

big mosque at Damascus, d. 739/1338. This Talkhisu'l Mift^h is an

abstract of ,.>W| ^lIft/» ^IIT Kitab Miftahu'l-'UIum by Sakkaki. Author

:

j^ljliAiJi j*^ ^j,t i^x^ c/!.<>Ji'>*'- d. 791/1389, see under Aj^"^i\ At

Talwih above ; also cf. H^ji KhaHa II 408, and Brook. 1-295, II_

215. The authors ays at the conclusion of the work that Al-Mutawwal
was begun at JurjAn on the 2nd Ramadan 742, and completed at Ilirafc,

on the 11th Safar 748.

Dated, Rabi' II, 780A.H. This MS written in author's lifetime,

was either copied from or collated with tho author's autograph.
Written in good naskh with notes on the margin, and corrections not
improbably in author's own hand.

Scribo .ws:^ c/i >*i».i ^i j^*«^ ^^ ^^x^^ jsh^q bin Mas'ud bin

Ahmad bin AluKammad.

Begins : cj^i^i tji^:t y i^^*^! J?."^^
^«J| /5J1 ^ a*«^(

The work has boon repeatedly printed and lithographed, and is much
read and taught in India.



32 ARABIC: RHETORIO.

No. LXIII.

Folios 207. Lines 23. 8iz6 7x3i.

The same.

FF 1 and 2 are replaced recently. Copious notes are written on the

margin. Written in several hands, both naskh and nasta'liq. Only
some lines from epilogue of the author at the end are wanting to

complete the MS. probably one folio has been lost. After Mutawwal, 16

folios of j^iU^ii^-aii-o Mukhtasarul-Ma'^ni, (see below) are bound, hand

and paper both differing.

Not dated. 18th century.

No. LXIV.

Folios 223. Lines 22. Size 7x4. •

The same.

Introduction is wanting. Begins :

^^^-Jjlj vy*:^^-'l «J>*^ *^'J'i ^^'1 a** I
* ~i ^^ '-ii'^l J^*

AjlsV*' AJJ|^3f» F 221 is replaced recently in modern nasta'ilq.

Al-Mutawwal ends on F. 221b.

FF. 222 and 223 contain, written in modern nasta'liq, the remnants

of some pamphlet, discussing the meaning of o>*^. Written in nask]^

with copious marginal notes. Not dated. 18th century. The M8.

bears the signature of J. H. Harrington.

No. LXV.

Folios 323. Size 9 x 6J

FF 1—3 contain various notes in several hands.

FF4b—158a J^^*^i above, lines 34.

* Written in fair naskh with notes on the margin or interleaved

leaflets. Dated IIOIA.H. Eabi'I. Scribe J ' Abdu'l Qadir bin 'AIJ

bin Ahmadu'llah.

FF 1596— 323a J^^i J^ tsjVi *^^^i ^i-^^^ 11. 32 or the com-

mentary by Hasan Chalapi bin Muhammad Shdh Al-Fandri, d. 886/1481

on Al-Mutawwal. cf. Brook. I, 295 and Berl. Cat. No. 7203.



ARABIC*. GRAMMAR. 33

On F, 159a. a short account of the author's life is quoted from

«XAiJa:J| e>ii^-J( i^* ^Jj^\ e»^S^ by Mahmud bin Siilaymdn al-Kufi.

Written in a rough naskh. The two works differ both in hand and

paper.

Dated the 9th §afar 1084A.H.

The commentary on Al-Mutawwal begins :—

^
I

No. LXVI.

Folios 742. Lines 9. Size 7| x 3i.

Mukhtasaru'l mAani or Ash-Sarhu's Sagir, or the smaller commentary

by Sa'duddin Mas'ud bin 'Umar al-Taftazani, on Talkhisu'l-mift^h,

see J^^^i Al-Mutawwal, above. Cf. Brock. I, 295,

Written in a neat elegant naskh. Not dated 18th century.

Begins:— li/'^^i u^*-* v-'jj>^-<o ^j-i c/-* b (-/^ac*

GRAMMAR.

(Syntax.)

No. LXVII.

Folios 198. Lines 20. Size 6^ x 3^

Mugni 'l-Labib 'an kutubi'l-a'^rib, a treatise on ^^* or Arabic

synatax, by

—

Jamalu'd-I)in Abu Muhammad ' Abdullah bin Yusuf bin Ahmad bin

Abdall^h bin Ilishdm al-Ansdri, d 7C1/1300. Tho work -is divided

into 8 parts called wi^^i . This MS. is only tho J,^'i J^\ or tho first

part : lt^l~Ji/i ^ ^05^=^1 ^^ )
oi:>yJi/,~fiJ J> Cf. Boil, cut No. G725

;

Brock. II, 2'{, and y^ji khalfa V G55. Tho work was composed

at Mecca in 74DA.H.

D



84 ARABIC: GRAMMAIf.

A marginal uote gives the date 1155A.n. The MS. is possibly

a little older.

Written in an elegant small naskh, within rod-ruled borders.

Eegins:

—

&)l*fl,»i ^jie aJJi 0,^^ «>*jU| *Ui'i list-*
J ^'*'>-t^ ^^

No. LXVIIL

Folios 311. Lines II. Sixe 5^x3.

The same.

From j^Ji-^J|
^r"^^^! to the end, or the vol. II.

Not dated. 18th century. Written in a fair Indian Ta*liq.

Begins

;

No. LXIX.

Folios 213. Lines 17. Sometimes 19. Size 6x3.

* «.Ajt>^J| t>j|^jj.J|

Al-Fawa'id uddiya'iyyah, a very popular commentary en Ibn Hajib's

Al Kafiyah, by ^<^^^\ ^jl^b^ ^"^^ c^i c;*^yio^^ ^^ Mulla ' Abdur-Rah-

raan bin Ahmad Nurud-Din al-Jami, d. 898 (1492). See Brock.

I. 304, -where ^Jy^h is evidently a misprint for >J|>^(

The MS. is arbitrarily divided by the binder in two vols, bound

separately.

No. LXIXA.

1 Yol. I containing FF 1—109, and

No. LXIXB.

2 YoL 11. FF 110—213.

The author saya in the Introduction that he composed this work for

the sake of his son ^-^ji Kji^hk-^ after whom it is named.
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One folio in the end is misBing. The MS. ends.-—

^

Not dated. 18th century. Written in a rough minute nasta'liq with

notes in the margin.

Begins :

—

This work has been printed and frequently lithographed and is

very popular and prevalent in India, where it is generally known as

No. LXX.

Folios 220

.

Lines 19-2 1

.

Size 8^x4.

I. FFl—119A * ^jWI j^i^'ljaciA^U the commentary by

'Abdul-Gafur al-Lari, d. 912 (1506), on Ai^t-v^Ji^iy Fawa'id ud-

diya'iyyah, above. This *Abdul-Gafur is said to be pnpil of J^mi,

the author of A;^ilJ**Aj| J|^a)| See Brock. I 304.

This commentary is only on a portion of Jarai's work, as Al-L6ii

did not survive to complete it.

Begins without any introduction.

—

* -i^-'-' ^ilJ| ^ ('>'*'* j^'^'* '>'-»«^i *ij5

and ends on F119A :

—

Fl'll9bau(l 120a contain notes quoted from Mulla Zdda and

others. FF. 120b and 12ia are blank.

II FF 121b to the end , or the

<U.^j.^'luVy^j ^'c ^_J.^]tJtJwi .all A^^^*^ aUio

supplement to Al-Lclri's commentary by ^j^j^J'^^-^i j**^-*W" *Abdu'l

yakim as-Siyilkuti, d. 1002 (1052).

BeginH on F 12lb

J) 2
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ends

,
,..(3--^i*^i ^j^\ ur*

For the commentary and its supplement see Berl. Nos. 6577-8.

Dated 1234 A.H. Written in a small fair modern nasta'liq.

Scribe : Wajiu'd din.

No. Lxxr.

Folios 156. Lines 25. Size 8^ x 4^.

A commentary on the commentary of 'Abdulgafur al-Laii, above,

by 'Abdu'l-Hakim as-Siyalkuti. This Siyalkuti wrote not only a

supplement to, but also a commentary on the Al-Lari's commentary on .

a^U*i)|^3|^» Fawa'idu'ddiya'iyya see above.

F 64b is blank. F 64a fills up an omission in F 65a, 5th line

from the bottom. F 63b is continued on F 65a.

Colophon runs :
—

Dated the 19th Jamddi I., 1237. Written in a modern minute

napta'liq.

Begins :

—

ends: «^lj<Jij

JuioU^I Jp^Jlts^l i.iJaSii!\ A^'As-^^l J^***-^ ^^~rs.*-"• j^i ^AJi Ajji

No. LXXII.

Folios 216. Lines 17. Size 6 + 3.

Tamrinu't-Talib (? TulUb) fi Sana'ati'li'rab, a commentary by

^jjAp\ aJJij.x^ «/? Jl^ Khalid bin 'Abdullah at Azhari, d. 905 (1499)

on «»^ft)i Alfiyya a text on grammar (Syntax) by

—

OJU vy.^l> »Jj>;**'l
t5-'^^"*' ^''I'^V C^ ^^S'^ AUi^A.^ j4( jj^jJljUa.
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Jam^lu'd-Din Aba * Abdillah Muhammed bin * Abdi'lldh al-Td'l

known as Ibn Malik an Nahwi d. 672 (1273) cf. Haji Khalfa I, 412
;

and Brock. I, 298 ; II, 27. The commentary was composed in 886

A.H.

This commentary, as the author tells us in the introduction,

especially explains the more difficult words and phrases of the text.

Not dated. 18th century. Written in a fair nasta'liq.

Begins

:

^1 c^^l^^^l^ vy vi^'* J'^ C*J ^'^^ *^-' -^^^l ^-^ y^' i^\ j^i^'^X Jj^i.

No. LXXIII.

Folios 162. Lines 9. Size 7f x 3^.

A treatise on sjntax by Mawlawi 'Abdu'1-Haqq al-Khayrdbadi,

a well-known Indian writer of the last century.

The author says in the Introduction that the work was dedicated

to Wdjid 'All Shah, the late King' of Oudh.

The MS. bears the seal of the king. Evidently this very copy was

piesented by the author to him, from whose Library at Garden Reach

(Calcutta) where the king was residing as a State Prisoner, it was

transferred to the Madrasa Library after his death.

Not dated. 19th century. Written in a fair nasta'liq.

Begins :

—

iJl ^-^j) t.j ^jO^ ^i»/o ^ifi' J|J ^aJ X^KJi JylJ

GRAMMAR (ETYMOLOGY).

No. LXXIV.

Folios 160. Lines 5. Size5x2J.

Aeh-Sh^fiyah, tlie well-known concise text on «J;-<o or Etymology
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ALA 'Umav 'Ugman biu 'Umar known as Ibnu'l-Hajib al-Maliki

d. 646 (1248). Of. Brock. I, 305.

The text has numerous commentaries. Its style and method are

similar to those of ^i^^^'i Al-Kafijah, its counterpart by the same

author.

Dated 1216. Written in good naskh.

Begins:—

No. LXXV.
Folios 113. Lines 25. Size 7x3.

* tWc!;"" ^-^^'^

A commentary on Mirahu'l-'arwah, a text on O;-^^!^* Etymolog}^

by Ahmad bin 'Ali bin Mas'ud.

The colophon gives the name of the commentator, who could not

be identified, in these words

:

i

For other commentaries on the text see Brock II 21 and 9aji

Khalfa, Y 487.

Dated the 12tli Du'1-Hajj, 1218. Written in Naskh up to F20

the rest being in a minute nasta'liq.

The MS. is incomplete at the beginning.

No. LXXVI.

Folios 238. Lines 17. Size 7 x 3f

.

A commentary on Al-Usulu'1-Akbari, which is a text on grammar

(Etymology) by 'Ali Akbar bin 'Ali al-Ilahabadi, some obscure author.

The commentator is unkaown.

Not dated. Early 19th century. The text is written in a fair

naskh, while the commentary is in fine nasta'liq.

l5^.^i ijyo\ begins : vy^*-! 3 ^v'^^jl J^ J^y)\ aU c^^s^\

The commentary begins : (^ij^^\ a*^**! ^•^•'l >i*^-
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LEXICOPI.

No. LXXVII.

Folios 41,7. Lines 29. Size 10 x 7.

As Sihah fii-lugah, the well-known lexicon of the Arabic language

^y t?^-Li^^' ^^*j^^' '^^*' er? ^t**^\ ^*^V ^^^ Nasr Ismd'il bin

Hammad al-Jawhari al-Farabi d 393 (1002). rf, Brock 1 128. In arrang-

ing words in this lexicon, the last letter ia taken first, then the first

letter. The author says iu the Introduction that this order of words

is "without precedent.

The Colophon gives only a portion of a name which is evidently that

of the scribe; tytA. ^.N,'i y^i^Ji^M &^^j=^ c;^ c^i-^^i f^ «»ai^^ ^^ ...

bin Khaja Nizdmud-Din bin Khaja Shihabu'd-Din al-Abad Khan.

Not dated. The MS probably belongs to early 17th or 16th

century. "SVritten in more than one hand, b.oth naskh and nasta*]iq.

Begins *J|j «^*'*' AJ^-y
iis^' h^\j A^iy ^5^' 1;^-^ «;i*l»Jlv;*-^ •^^^1

In other MSS extant the words "c/^»^*J|vj" are omitted ; c/, Cat

Br M p 227, also the MS in Khuda Bukhsh Khan's Library, Bankipur

No. LXXYIII.

Folios 530. Lines 21. Size C| x 3i.

As-Surah. The popular lexicon of Arabic condensed from

l:s^i aB-§ih^h, above, with Persian n^eauings of words, the ex-

planation being in Arabic.

Author : c^V^' J^^' J"^^^ "^'^ ^- J*' '^^ ''*"" ^'^''''-^"

The work was completed in G81 (1282). See Brock I 296. Haji

Khalla, nrftJ IV 101, states it as a Persian translation of ^l*'^-'i A§,

8ih6h. The author says iu the Introduction that he was long iu search

of a correct and authentic copy of ^^^'^'^i as-§ihuh which he found

in the Library of Ad3j»~«^ ^.•^:^'^*y^i ''i^V^l'^'i ^-^'i A1 Madrasatu's
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Sahibiyatu'l-Burhdniyatu'l-Mas'ddiyah at Kdshgar, and he oondenBed

the same into the present lexicon, adding Persian meaning of words.

The date of composition given by Brock in page 128, Volume I, viz.

956 (1549) is inconsistent with that given in another page referred

to above. See also Cat Ber 6947.

F 16 where the MS. begins, is decorated at the top. Dated the

10th Du'l Hajj 1094 A.H. or the 28th year of Emperor Aurangzib's

reign. Written in a minute elegant naskh, within gold-ruled borders.

Scribe Sayyad 'Il^h Bakhsh Zanjdni.

Begins

:

The MS. in Br M {vide Ar. Cat p. 467) begins thus

^AxiJi is probably the correct word; but oUJJi JXj is certainly the

more appropriate phrase.

The lexicon is very popular in India, among scholars and teachers,

and has been frequently printed and lithographed, with a glossary of

the more difficult words used in the lexicon, titled ri^^'i Al*Qurah,

attached to it at the end.

No. LXXIX.

Folios 516. Lines 33, Size 7f x 4.

Al-Qdmus al-muhit, an Arabic lexicon by

—

Abu Tahir Muhammad bin Ya'qub bin Ibrahim Majdu'd-Din ash-

Shirazi al-Firuzabadi d 817 (1414). For a full account of the author

and his work consult Brock, 181-3, and Haji Khalfa. IV 488. The

method of arranging words laid down by as-Sihah has been followed

in this lexicon.

FFlb and 2a are decorated, FF207-212, and 244,245 are blank

modem paper, evidently placed to fill up the two gaps between ^^Liiii

and oi*ji* I and before ^h^. Written in a beautiful minute naskh with

golden 'unwans, within gold-ruled borders ; vowel points given

throughout. Dated the 22nd Shawwdl, 1058 A.H. Begins :

l^-il^V^ ^* iJ*^^.
>l-*-i>J|

i}^*-^
Aii;y,s^\
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No. LXXX.

Folios 282 Lines 25 Size 71 x 3|

Ma jma'6l-Bihar fi gara'ibi't-Tanzil wa lata'ifi'l-Akhloar, Vol lis

a dictionary of words occurring in the Qur'au and traditional saying,

of the prophet, by t^'^^i ^Ho^^ \
j^^^ ^*. <>»=* i^/i^iJU^ Jam^lu'd"

Din Muhammad bin as-Siddiqi al-Fatani d 936 (1578). See Brock

I[ 416. Haji Khalfa {vide V 394) says he was assassinated in 981

A. H. The author belongs to Pataar, a city in Gujrat, and was called

^J;x)^a='|t.<i-« or the King of authorities in traditious of the Prophet.

See also Cat. Br M 758. The MS, after a short introduction, at

once begins with X-*:?:**-^! >la:'i j-o piyi^tj and ends with c;i*J|^'?. The

arrangement of words is ordinary alphabetical.

Written in a small fine naskh within gold-ruled borders.

Begins: <!f.i.i«iJ [xSU ^ \S4^ lj|.^4 t^jJiAiJ<>*«-'i

DICTIONARY OF ANIMALS.

No. LXXXI.

Folios 406 Lines 26 Size 8i x 5

Paydtu'l-Haywin, the bigger, a dictionary of all the names of

animals, alphabetically arranged, by

—

^*f[^\ iSji<>^\ lij-i' e/^ 'i-*^* ui'^^i J^*^^:^* ^aykh Kam^lu'd-Dia

Muhammad bia Isa ad-Damiri ash-Shafi'f, born 745-1344, died

808 (1405). Brock {vide li 138) gives Musc^i in place of 'lai. See

also Ber Cat. No. 6 172. The work was composed in 773 A. H.

Between FF 398 and 399 is a gap probably of only one or two

folios. J*^'i is continued from F 399 on F 399. From F 399 to

eud appears recent iiddition. The date in the colophon, viz., 1188

A.U. belongs to this portion, but the M.S. up to F 398 is apparently

much older, not later than 1000 A.H. written in a fair naskh.

Begins :
^^—''i ) ^^"•'i c/i/'*^ J^'*^^ ^^^ ^j^ ^J>J|*iJj.*«''

|
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DICTIONAKr OF THE NAMES OF TRADITIONISTS.

No. LXXXEI.

Folios 332. Lines 23. Size 6x4.

Kitdbu'l-Isti'ab fi Ma'rafati'l-a?.hdb, a work on J^;'l *-'*-»i or Biogra-

phical Dictionary, only volume I. Author —
vt^aJl iSr*'xh jhh'^h' vyi'j «-ij>^4.'| aUi^a" <y.i «J->?.

J*' y.\

Abu'umar Yusuf bin 'Abdi'llah, known as Ibn 'Abda'l Barr an-Namari

al-Qartabi, born 368 (978), d 463 (1071) ; composed in 455 A.H. See

mji Khalfa I, 276, and Brock T, 368.

The manuscript has in the beginning a short preface, presumably

written by some of the author's pupils, which gives a brief biographical

sketch of the author. This preface, after eulogising the author as the

greatest iran in Andalusia, says that he was contemporary to

—

j_j^(vXiv.J| ^fl^
\a'- ***'l "r^** I Al-Khatib Ahmad bin Sabit al-Bagdadi

both dying in the same year ; that he had a son, a poet and literary

man, ^-^y.. u-^
'^^'° yi <*^-'i^^' 'Abda'llah abu Muhammad ; and that

he wrote many works among which the following deserve notice :

1. in 70 vols ^JUi/|^ ^Jl»*'i u-* '•^^•'i u* ^^ '^*^*-'l

3. (•«*•' I ) w^*-*! ^^-h t^»
(•*i'() A«a«Ji

In this work a concise account of the Prophet is first given, then

the names of v^^'^' (^^he Prophet's associates) with their short account

are arranged in the following queer alphabetical order :

The manuscript, which is only the volume I, ends with the letter ^

. Not dated, but the manuscript is very old; in any case not later

than 700 A. H. Written in a fair nasta'Iiq. Notes on the margin

are in a later hand.

Begins on F 26, below the middle.
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No. LXXXIII.

Folios 284. Lines 21. Size 7k x 5.

This manuscript could not be identified. But it is conjectured that

the work is probably

—

Kitabu'l-Kamal fi Ma'rifati'r-Rijal, a biographical dictionary, by

Taqiu'd-Din abu Muhammad lAbdu'1-gani bin 'Abdu'l-Waliid

bin 'All bin Sururi'l-Ja'fial-Muqaddasi al-Jamma'ili, b 541 (1146),

d 600 (1203). Cf. Ber cat Nos. 9924-25-30, also Brock I 357. The

manuscript ends with the letter {J> . The concluding passage

shows that the manuscript is only the 2nd volume. The manascript

is very old—about 700 A. H.—written in a fair naskh.

Begins t*"- ^ iy..jO> ^-V ^^^ ^^^j 4/^*= ^'. J*y ^J^ ^^j^ (»H-. J**"!

ilj*i ^^'l vy? ^^^ ^' ^j^^ C5); J»y u* (sic) ^j^.**h )
^j^'fiJi'l a1v» tt^ j^^

BIOaRAPHTOAL DICTIONARY.

No. LXXXIV.

Folios 467. Lines 29. Size 8| x 5|.

* «;^yi •'^-' -'^^^'.^ o'^i^-' lii^^-*;

Wafaydta'l-A'yfin wa anbd'u abna'ezzaman, by

—

Qadi Shamsu'd-Din abu'l-'abhas Ahmed bin Muhammad bin

IbrAhim, known as Ibn Khallikan nl-Barmnki al-Arbali, b 008-

(1211), d 681 (1282). The author docs not mention in this work

the names of any 4^1=='* (the Prophet's associates) or {:/**>.^ (men

who enjoyed the society of A:'Ls-«
) except thoso worthy of special

notice. See ^aji Khalfa VI 402, and Brock I 327. Dated tho 4th

Pu'1-Qa'da 1009. Written iu a neat small naskh Date of compo-

8ition672 (1274).
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Begins:— >tfiA.Jb ijA'} ^sh a-U| o^s^ j>»i ^«jj| j^i^-i ^|gia i\^A.\

An index of proper names has been added at the beginning of the

manuscript.

HISTORY.

No. LXXXV.

Folios 210. Lines 23. Size8ix5f.

Kitdbu Bahjatu'n-Nufus Wal-asrar fi Taiikhi Dari Hijrati-I

Mukhtar, a history of Medina by ^j^lj^i AJJi-i.^.* ^^^ ^sU\y^' ^j aU|^j>

^)U^.'i ^Jy^^ See Haji Khalfa III 532, where the author is

mentioned as the commentator on Al-Khazraji's Astronomical work.

On the front page, where the title and the author's name are written

in large character, it is stated that the work was composed in seven days,

begun on the 9th Shawwdl, 571 A. H., and completed on the 16th of

the same month.

In a lengthy introduction, in which are incorporated more than one

poems composed by the author himself eulogising the holy city, the

author has enumerated those authors who had preceded hira. in writing

about the said city

(1) u*^'>*J| i^ ^is f^J«J|'^i*i (2) aJL^J '^^ (3) t5j^^^ (4) j^s^\ cHi

The manuscript contains numerous illustrations and diagrams to

illustrate the description at suitable places.

F 29, and one or two folios at the end are wanting. The manuscript

is incomplete.

Not dated. Early 17th century. Written in a minute naskh.

Begins:
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No. LXXXVI.

Size 10 X 5|. Folio 544. Lines 25.

Tdrikh Gujarat.

A History of the Muhammadan Dynasties of Gujarat and other

countries of India in 2 Daftars. Daftar I, extending from f. 207 on to

the end, contains the History of the Muhammadan Dynasty of Gujarat.

This part has by inadvertence been wrongly bound after the Second

Daftar. A few folios are missing at the beginning, which must have

contained the reigns of the first two kings of this dynasty The

history is brought down to the conquest of Gujarat by the Emperor

Akbar in A.D. 1572.

Dafter II, ff. lb to 20b.a., contains an epitomised history of the

various Muhammadan Dynasties which have ruled in India. It is

a compilation from sources for the most part well-known ; several of

them, however, we find here mentioned for the first time. Notably the

Tahagat-i'Husayn-khdni, which Dr. Eoss has tried to identify with the

much-quoted but long lost Tarikh Bahadur Shahi. This manuscript is

certainly the most interesting and valuable of the collection. It is

the author's autograph. And the last 300 folios which deal with the

state of Gujarat during the reign of Akbar and the ultimate overthrow

of its dynasty by the great Moghul Emperor, are especially important

in that the author was himself a witness of many of the scenes therein

described. The author's full name is 'Abdullah Ibn Muhammad Ibn
* Umar al-Asafi al-Makki al-UlughkJiaui.'

His father was born in Nahrawala Patau, but settled in Mekka
where our author was born and where he spent the early years of his

life. He paid his first visit to India in 1648A.D. in the capacity of

Private Secretary, a certain Asafkhan, who had been invited from

Mekka to come and help the ruling king of Gujarat, Mahmfid III, in

the administration of the State. Our author stayed three years in

Q-njarat, but again returned in 1554 A.D. in company with his father :

and in loOSA.D. we find him iu the service of one of the leading

nobles of Gujarat, in whofee service he remained till the fall of

Ahmadabad in 1572A.D., after which he returned to Mekka. He
must have lived to a ripe old ago, and the latest date mentioned in the
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present history which ends abruptly, a few folios presumably having

been lost, is A.D. 1603. Dr. Eoss is engaged in an edition of the

text and a translation of this work on behalf of the Government of

India. A fuller account will be found in J. A. S. B., Part I, 1905.

No. LXXXVII.

Folios 169. Lines 17. Size 7| x 4i.

An abridgment of Tabari's History.

The author, who is undoubtedly Christian, does not reveal his

name, nor the work could be identified. He says in the Introduction,

that the original History being too lengthy, and Kamalu'Ddin

al-Armuni's abridgment being unsatisfactory, he resolved to write a

History abstracted from them. The contents of the work may be

gathered from the following quotation from the introduction :

—

« dU( &^A,j ^^'» (j-Ji.)i f^ij j»^^\ u:lj|

The name u^**** c;- j^V'^^ <i^**'l Al-'amid bu'l-yasir bin Sam'an,

mentioned at the conclusion of the work (P 1696) is obviously that of

the Historian's father. The last date mentioned in the work is 845

A. H. {vide F 1686, bottom). For ^^^^ ^Ij^' see Haji Khalfa II 136

;

Brock I S49. Not dated. Early 19th century. Written in a fair

elegant naakh. Scribe. Jamalu'd-Din.

Begins :

—

oUy^-^'iyU cz-c *-^;' J*-* l/ '^^**'i tfr*^*^J| 6^*^' o-*^**'' *^^ •^*'''

Ends:—
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No. LXXXVIII.

Folios 421.
•

Lines 15. Size 7^ x 3f

.

Subhatu'l Marjdn fi asari Hindustan, a History of India by

^s^iJ^\ c5^*"'>^l ^^i**^ I ^^j\ is^'' f^^
ji'o Mir Gulam 'All Azad al-

Hiisayni al-Wasiti al-Bilgirami. The date of composition may be gather-

ed from the following chronogram in verse c)^^j*^i a*^-^ x^.*aJi^J.s^

i.e., 1177 A. H.

The entire work is divided into 4 chapters each called J^' .

Begins F 4b >£^^^^^\ yjir^^^ii^^ ^«Ji^ij ca* *-^l«
c5* JjViJ*fifti(

„ F 37a s-t*i*J(/i J ^<Jl^i d^&h

„ F 174b ^4UJic.lJ-^* J ^i^^\ J*fi^(

„ F 316a o'-^*^!) a»^'h^*^^^s' t-i^' '^^*'i

The Chapters II and III were renlly two separate works by the

author himself, ^V**J| ^<U4 and >ii^aJiixl.^j respectively, which he

incorporated in the present work.

From a glance to Chapters III and IV we see the author is very

fond of quoting his own verse?, with the heading ^^5

In Chapter III in many places spaces are left blank for diagrams.

F 395 is blank.

Dated, 1815A.D. Written in a rough but clear naskh. The
manuscript was copied for Monsieur Lurasdon. Scribe : as Sayyad al

Murtada-al-Husayi)i.

Begins:

—

Axi<-ji\ ^UJaJ|j_^lc (^jj*-*^^* «^«:''*T *^»^kJ| ^Dyaxi Hi-

^jK\jtii.i\ ^k^\J\ ^i.f,^x- \^U ^JO^ih >m^A^i'l o;~*J c/*^ '':V»l'^J| U|.J( .

o.*iij^ ^^Vx^js'xA jd] ^» ^^^jJ\ il^** -Jii***^ l**-*! ii»V^i AiJ| AJ,ar-»

No. LXXXIX.

MEDICINE.

Folios 745. Liuea 18. Sizo7x3i.

A commentary on vju^"^'*'! j v^'-i'i v^'^ , a trealibo on modiciue by
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Abd Hamid Muhammad bin *Ali bin 'Umar Najibu'd-Din as-Samarq-

andi, d. 619 (1222).

Commentator: vH^i iy^'*j^\ u^y ^'- o*-*^ Nafis bin *Iwad al-Kir-

mdni at Tabib, d. 827 (1424). cf. Brock. I 491 ; Cat. Berl. Nos'. 6291-2.

The MS. is bound in two vols.

No. LXXXIXA.
Vol. I FB'l—360. Folios are misplaced in the following order:—
133, 356, 357, 330-355, 184—329, 358.

No. LXXXIXB.
Vol. II FF 361—745,

The work is dedicated to ij^jy^ »-^^ ^\ lyi^^i.i^i*.* .

Dated, the 14th Ramadan, 1114 A.H. Written in a fair naskh*

Begins :

POETRY.

No. XO.

Folios 184. Lines 13. Size 5| x 3|.

Kildbii'l Hammasah, a famous collection of ancient Arabic poems

made by ^^h ^i'^h c/^ '^^^^i c;-^ o^^i c/». viV-»»
f
'J y.i born 192 (807),

died 231 (^846). c/. Brock. I, 84.

Begins abruptly with tlie middle of an infroduction to the collection,

some folios evidently being lost from the beginning.

The following quotation from this Introduction is of importance :

—

* ^^jSUo ^ *a:| Jtii:^ AL>ob A^^I»a: Axl* 5y^| ^*i.J ^_^la.M'iy| ^LaJ|^j|

i.Ak fi^i ^ c/i^^ J •i^^^ A^-^
r/"^ '*,?' */.> ' c?'*''^ ' li****-* '^^ *^'^'*'

j~'^-'l ^^J| cH^.&<^J
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Between FF 38 and 39 a small leaflet is inserted containing 3 small

poems of 2 or 3 verses each, which are not given in Kabirud- Din's Ed.

1856, Calcutta. There are many other poems especially at the end of

a-iUar-'l ^U that are not given in the said edition. Besides, many

poems of the Ms. contain more verses and very often the order of

verses is different. Some of these omitted verses and poems are given

in ol.s*-''« (addenda) of the said edition.

FF167—178 are misplaced between FF 6 and 7.

Not dated ; but the MS. is very old
;
probably belongs to the 7th or

6th century A. H.

Written in a fair nasta'liq. The MS. is moderately worm-eaten and

somewhat damaged at the edges.

No. XCI.

Folios 181. Lines 20-24. Size 6^ x 3|.

The collection of poetical works of Abu Tammdm ; the compiler of

t^y^J] wUi". SeeCat. Br. Mus. p. 276, and Cat. Berl. No. 7536.

The MS. begins with a short preface :

^j^^ ^» ^jk*a5jJl> ^JXi\»i\l^Jxx) J«.a. ^iJ| &.1) .^^•'i

It is stated in this preface that the poems were got through

The opening sentence of this preface, however, much resembles that

of the commentary on the Diwan by <-**^^ I ij^^ t^. ,y^^- ^ij^':>y\\ d. 502

See Haji Khalfa.

The Diwan contains 8 kinds of the poet's verses. Poems under each

heading are arranged alphabetically, with the consideration of ^i^^
or the last letter.

1. ^.^Ji F2a; 2. *V*^ FllOa ; 3. .^^i^l F127a

;

4. J>* FUla;5. olv^-x" FlGLa ; 6. ^^,\ FlG8b

;

7. jliriiifi F174b;8. >aj F179a.

Babu'l-madih, it will be seen, is about two-thirds of the entire

Diwan.

The MS. is further divided arbitrarily into two parts. Part I,

(FPi—]80a) From ^^^^\ ^^ to tho end of ^^h <^.^)oi the samobdb.

Part II (FF ISlb—end) From vi'^i^i:*; of Babu'l-madil.i to tho end.
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Dated, the 6tli Eabi'l, 1127. Wiittou in a noat fair uaskh in

Turkish hand, within coloured ruled borders, fronts and headings being

slightly decorated. Thick good paper.

The Diwan begins on F2a ^^l^;^^!
<^^}i kj'.

-^-^l^ ^<^l fU^^ii j'-»

The 1st verse of the 1st poem of the MS. in Berl. Library is that of

the 2nd poem in the present MS. The order of poems is therefore

apparently unlike in the two.

No. XCII.

Folios 294. Lines 10. Size 8^ x 4^.

The poetical works of «^^ii»i| c^'-^ i u/'^ u/i-^^^ e^- -^^-l "-^t^^l^fl

Abu't Tayyab Ahmad bin al-Husayn bm ahHasan al-Mutanabbi,

d. C54-965. The poet was born at Kufa and is said to have

been assassinated. See Brock. I, 86-88. Not dated. 18th century.

Written in a fair large naskh.

Begins »U-o f
ill>J) ^^* ouv^" c:*xa,^I ^U^^^l 4i,*»>Jij^ ^yi^j'' ur*l

No. xcni.

Folios G27. Lines 17. Size 7 x 3|.

A great commentary on —
,^i«.Jt 4^1^.^ above by (3<>*I>)|«>**1 ij» ^^1^ ^^^s^\y_] Abu'l Hasan *Ali

bin Ahmad al-Wahidi, d. 468 (1075). See Brock. I 88.

The following quartain in the introduction worth quoting :

Dated, the 18th Eamadan, The year is not given. 18th century.

Written in a small naskh ; the verses are in red ink.

Begins (•'~*-'' (Berl. Cat iJ-.!^*> )

—

|Lfej ( ^Ji^\ ? )
ii^l ^ ^^^ ij-^A.] j*^i\ ^i,^i j>«j U| ^1«> JU ii>l-J3)|

''^hh J ( L5V n es^V *'^- h
CyBerl. Cat. No. 7570.
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No. XCIV.

Folios 185. Lines 19. Size 5| x 3^.

A collection of the poetical works of

—

Muhammad bin al-Husayn bin Musa ash-sharif ar-h'adi abu'l ^asan-

al-Musawi, d. 400 (1015). See Berl. Cat. No. 7599.

The Divvdn is divided into two parts.

Part I F lb—120b Begins :—

^x^sr-l, >.»*., ^J, ^i j^s-O ^-.s:^_^l[ ^^j)\ ^_^-e^| J*»V! ^i-^l JlS

(Sic) t^Jlv<^l ^* u'- i***'^-' t>*^' ^•' isb-- d***'M (ti^^" ^-^l ol^^Aj

The 2nd poem begins F2b :

The concluding verse of i'art I is:

^_^iij-il ^»] U *i**3i /yJ t^i*^' e;-* siJj—Ji ?-*l)| c^j^y

F 121a is blauk.

Part II begins Fr^lb :—

e/iJ .-= ^'li^I i/^M J-<^JU *V^iJ - '^ii^'^l '-^;^'^ ^^-^S cr* '-^'1;^ <'^i'^
^

Ends with this verse, F185b:

FF 170— 178 aro bound inversely and in reverse order.

Dated, the PJth iianiadan, 1141 A. 11. Written in a fair clean

naskh.

No. XCY.

Folios 300. Lines 19. Size 7i x 1^

CommcntaricG on Mu'uUuqatu'a-Sab'j which in a very famous callec-

lion of 7 ancient Arabic poems,

E 2
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(1) FF lb— 124a commentary by—

(Hkh. ci-*''l) J'jyJ^'^-^) c^^ c;«^i ^h <^yy.\ Abii 'Abdi'lUh

al-5asan bin Ahmad Azuzni. d. 486 (1093).

2) FF 125a—end: commeDtary by

Abd Ja'far Ahmad bin Muhammad (Ism^'il) an-Nahhas, d. 338 (949).

(1) Begins on

—

(2) Begins on— Ist verse.

1. u''.^hjj*\ »>i'^J F2a F125a J^^^'.. 4_j/:«u;^<^3u3

2. os»3\^^i&iJ> „ F30a Fl54a **4J J^^I^J^*^

d. iis*^^i\ i:fi ji^j „ F51b F179a ^^J^ ^^^^l f c^<)

4. *»ii) cr^ '^i^' „ F64b F195b U^^V J^-^^ ^^*

6. ^1^ e;*-
''/^^ n F^5a F228a ('t^. fi^^Jiji'^JA

6. Ls/^i:¥j^^ e;'. ^/^ ,; F112b F254b H^^^l Uiiji

7. (.jiJ^ c;^^j*^ „ F98b F^7qa Ih^-^JVi J/*i!|

The poems are arranged in the above order by ;**^j41 In Zuzani's

commentary as will be seen the 7th and 6th poems are interposed.

See Cat. Berl. Nos. 7441—4.

Not dated. Early 17th century. Written in a fair naskh

/^Qzuis commentary begins

.

yi ii,A &Aj> a.iJi S-»pt. ^j^j'ijh '^*^'
c>*. c/"^ 1 *'-'l'>^'y.» j»^^^I t^'^'^^l J^5

j^S i.i'j.jlw jlAaiA.i!i^ jls:.^l Ai^j jji« A>^J*l ^v—J] .>.jl*a5J|

^Aj^I j_;'-iia. ^^«"* /.^il Jj'^l^ !<^^1 3 fc-*i>ljL J.J JaS j AvX^l^ (^aLI^L

Abil Ja'far Na1;has's commentary begins.

No. XCYI.

Folios 522. Lines 15. Size 7| x3|.

A commentary on Diwan Ibnu'l-Farid, or the collection of poetical

works of (joj^^\ u;». j*» ^-U-ii^Ji Abu'l-Uasim 'Umar bin al Farid,

d. 632-1225.

Commentator: cj'H^;'*^!
^^r* ^^jJ ^-.^•'i Al Hasan bin Muhammad.
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Al-Bi\rlni, d. 1024 (1615). See Brock. I, 262 ; Cat Berl. Nos. 7718-9.

The Ms. is bound in 2 Vols.

No. XGVIA.

Vol. I FF—272.

No. XCVIB.

Vol. II FF 273—522

FFla—34a contain only the <>il^>. FF34b—37a contain ^^-t'Uj FF
37b~41b are blank.

On F41b begins the commentary, whereof the preface slightly

differs from that of the other MSS. extant.

Begins:-

—

Jxu« ^\ *idii\ ^4 ij>d J
. ti^Jl JaU/o ajU^.] ^j^\ ^J\ ajj .i^sU

^**^U ^Hj,»^J| '^=^
c/- 0-*=^

s>*-^' -^I c^-1 ^A*«Jl '^^\Jjh'

...ly^i'l Ji'-A «ja.i!|^ UJ>Jl(^» A^ li*ai
^

^^^Jl*? ii'i A*^^ Jli Jy l»

The commentary on H^-^' ends on F 482b, and that on ia»^it'^*.j

begins on F 483a.

Dated, 1233 A. H. Written in a beautiful naskh.

MSS. OF MIXED CONTENTS.

No. XGVII.

Folios 211. Lines 24. Size 6J x 3|.

FFl— 182a ^^JUJi^iac*

The smaller commentary on -iiA*Jit>a»*^"' see above.

F 98a blank.

Dated the 3rd Muharram, 1205, written in a minute rough naskh.

F182b contains a quotation from ^^^\»^ ^^ ^ij^ ^j^ rf^la.

ri83a contains a note, defining y»j-a^
^ f»~^ and ^^y

FF183b—202b ij^^J\J> ^j^> Uj| ^y. ijy'^ ^^['ali j^ikj^ ^\is

Kit^bu'l-Mutli', or a commentary oc Is^gGji, a treatise on Logic by

i^j4i.)!\ j^ ^J^ J^A>o ^ic,i\j^\ Asiru'd-Dia Mufaddal bin *Umar

al-ALhari, d.663 (1264).
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Commentator iSj^^^\ c5;'-*aj^)|:>*s« ^^j uyj -xA Dakarija bin

Muhammad-al-ansari al-Q,ahiri, d.926 (1520). See Brock. I 465 and

II 99; also Haji Khalfa I 50 i.

Begins

:

FF203-205a contains numerous notes, verses, and quotations from

ii>ij*-*^ i^^-i* One of these relates to y>-^\*->^^^ a tiaot supposed to be

wi'itten by o^^'^^i;**^ f'-o^i Ja'far as-Sadiq (83-148A H.) on goat

skin ; and his dying advices to his son ^^^ ^Is'^y'^ Musa Kazim.

FF205b—211a—
^y'xJl^ ^JUJl^i ji^-^^l ^^•*'^l H^^ tis^'

^_^jllas'|X.i-iU il^J|^a>

Naqdu'l-Murdd, commentary by ^j^l^ir^ Al-lOiata'i, d.901 (1495).

[Probably the same as ^'^^f^lo*^' {:fi>^\'^''> ?^ij ^'* ] see Haji Khalfa

II 408, and Brock. I 295. Also see Cat. Berl. No. 7208.

Jit

Begins: f>»^h ^.^^ cj* '^^'='=1 ^-^
di^^ (^^'i ^^-^^

All are written in the same hand, bad small naskh.

No. XCYIII.

FF 1—22b (iJa>*;i^;>^j" [lines 5. Size 4f x 2^.]

Tabdibu'l-Mantiq, a text on logic by Taftdzani, d.791 (1389). See

Brock. II 215. Begins: oij^^^'-^j^ ^\>^ ^^i'iaiJ>>*^i

F23a contains Bome verses by j_5-^li-'i^'^j ''^\y=^ Khaja Nasr Tusi

discussing the varieties of <^)^j'^ (existence). FF23b—52b (3-l*i*^lui>*«

Mizanu'l-Mantiq, a text on logic very popular in India. The author

is unknown. Begins

:

kA» j*'**J ^^] (t^*-U *^'^' J**^ ^-ie ^Vj* (3"^'''*'' e^lji*^ S~*a,^i* a!1-»j »ift

The above two tracts are alike in handwriting and size, written in

nasta'liq, the scribe being the same, viz. ijj^h ^^h u^i^^i^ e/^ *^^' ^i-*/'

Dated at the end of ;>tij| ^ja^^
, the 6th Safar (? 1180). A.H.

F53a is blank.
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FF53b—71b *'>i^ij^h (lines and size same) Ash-sharifiya, a treatise

on the art of controversy by ^^J'*^^* l^fj-*^l'^i-» Sayyad Asb-shartf

al-Jiirjani ; d. 8iG (U13). See Brock. II 216 where the title is given as

j>^. O'l^i ^J^
*JU; Eisa'la fi qawd'idi'1-Bahg ; also see Cat. Berl.,

No. 5321. Begins:

»*^sV'|y»(^S »j.ifc ^AJj i'l^^Sj ,j<i5lJ ^y t^i.s:^ ^iU V L?i^ A^J >*s^\

Not dated. This portion is evidently written in continuation to the

former two, though written in larger fair naskb. F72 is superfluous

and evidently belongs to some work on logic. F3a is blank.

FF73b—91b J\j^h j (>^y^i ^*^' ^^
c?^^^' [lines 9, size 4| x 2]

Al-Kafi fi 'ilmayi'l *Arud wa'1-qawafi, a text on Prosody by

Abu Zakariya Yahya bin 'Ali bin al-Khatlb al-Tabrizi, d. 502

(1109). See Brock. I 279 Cat. Berl. No. 7110.

The folios of this last part are much smaller and written in a small

elegant naskb with copious notes on the margin, quoted from some

commentary on the text. Not dated 17th century. Begins

:

MATHEMATICS.

No. XCIX.
Folios 255. Lines 15. Size 5 x 2|.

A text of Euclid's Geometry, in 15 books, by :
—

Abu Ja'far Nasiru'd-Din Muhammad bin Muhammad Aiyasan al-

TCiei, bom G07 (1210) ; died at Bagdad, 672 (1273), composed in 646
(124R). Cf. Brock I 510; Cat Berl. No. 5918; l;IKh I 383, Bk I,

F2a; Bk II, F39a ; Bk III, F41)a ; Bk IV, F69a ; Bk V, FSJa; Bk
VI, F93a ;Bk VII, F114b ; Bk VllI, F12Ga ; Bk IX, F13 lb ; Bk
IX, F143b; Bk X, F143b ; BkXI, F175a ; Bk XII, F195a; Bk
XIII, F208b . Bk XIV, F224a ; Bk XV, F230a.

Copious notes are on the margin and on inter-leaved folios, which
are not counted.
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Begins:

—

v_,^vj| ^_)l—3^^|J E.-iOJk«J| J^^l ^_,lv/ j^a.| ^| ,i.J|j ^la,~a:*^ |^^s3

jS.y^UA) t£^V i^» ^r^^-l^ ^^^ ^J!» jl^iU C5;r^^l cT*^-^' ti*^'

^^a3r-l*''| ^^ EJliu «^-i* o^*' vk^'
JL^-ii, tS^^h Jyi ^*'^jl^

iji ^ oili^i W^i Uji ^^yhi^ 5-^|^*^|(^*^ t5^^ ^'^ ^"^
i3» J*^!

The text ends oa F 233b.

PI J iJlii yjK t^iy ly^V-'l 3 j^^\ ^'^y ^***^ U|.i^ <:>A\j JS bi^j ^Jl*

FF234a—239b a supplement to the above by the author himself.

Begins :

—

JS" jLb a—xsl^i SJlil»3| aUj o.*j ^j»i^i-15| i^j j^AJ j^i o.tt.j

Ends »^^^» l^j)
i

AJi-A> U li.A^ »U^^) Ue u^Ji^ o5l^Vij^^Ui-o ,j.».««r^

*J|^ 4j iAar^i-^ >U y,*» Aiuo _j,Ia _jAU ^J^i* l*ix^ AJ_^' ^liJl^^^

r238a is blank. F238b—239b is another note containing a rider.

F240 is blank. FF241 to end is a ^^^i^J beginning:

—

Dated, on r233b, the 11th Zu'1-Hajj 1215. Written in a small

elegant nasta'liq.

No. C.

Folios 144. Lines 19. Size 11 x 6.

A translation from Encyclopedia Britanica, and Hutton's Mathe-

matical works on Arithmetic, presumably by 'Abdur Rahim better

known as *Abdur Eahim Dahriy^, a very recent Indian writer.
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A note in Persian says

:

* 0*»1 Ji^^'*' *Jl^j vy>3l *-^/*^ ^ c^^^ (*it^

The commencing passage of the Preface -will reveal both the contents

and the title of the work.

2.J.U ^i >iU*i)| j^JL*
e,* j^*^*^l s-jsr^i ^i*J| v^ii ji*^^} ^^3^1 il^-^li^

Begins : j*-^ v^^"*! - ^^^i^'^ ^j^Uc:}^'* c/* o-^'~*''l e^*^l ie^y

Composed in the beginning of September 1823 A.D. {vide Fib).

The MS. is possibly autograph, written in a peculiar kind of rounding

naskh.

MISCELLAI^EOUS.

No. CI.

Folios 705. Lines 5. Size 5x2^.

Ikhwdnu'8-§afa, an elaborated recast of the 8th book of the 2nd

Division of lA'^iiyji^i'l JU^^ Rasa'il Ik]iwauu's-§afa, c/. Hdji Tvhalfa

111. 400, Cat. Perl. Nos. 5035, 5040.

Not dated, 18th century. Written in a fair elegant naskh.

Begins

:

This work with a preface attached to it has been repeatedly printed

au'l is prevalent in India.



• ^y^y\'^^* 8>>i^t5*

^^' hi* ji^yh ^*'^ cr^^J*

•:>j^pl1

?^j^y } (•J'*^i ^_y=i-y^^is'

jjtjUik.i' \ijy^
< ^^~flJcs»

•. ... l.i>^lJ^\^^9

>• • •. ,*wf^i
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No. CII.

Folios 315. Lines 19. Size 6f x 3^.

Jawahiniz-zawaliir, a treatise on Theosophy, by Muhammad Da'im
bin Sayyad Mirza Balandawi. Neither the work nor the autlior*

could be identified. The work is divided into a *«>S^ (Introduction)

72 chapters called t-^W Bab, and a **>^a^ Khatima (conclusion). The
following will give an idea of the contents

:

1 I wH

2 Y *J-\ ... «...

4 t^ ^U

6 1 v'^

9 1 wW

22 rr wl<
,,^ ... ... ... AJ^il^Ji iijl**i'i(^»

26 ri w4 ... ... X.\ll«iJ) 1^ iijUAc'i, &a"|Ji e.UsrJ^-'l^.j*

32rr<-^< ... ... V^*^l C^^J'^ d*-^^^i c^^j,^;

39 n u.^ ... ... ... ... t^-J' e.i^*~'it^*

54 ^l» v*-^ ... ... ... t^Vl ^*'*^ ^*^->'' ty»

56 61 w^^ .*. ... ... ^-£.iJ| ^\y\ ^:,[ii^i

62 irw^ ... ... ... hit'^^^ ) ^'j-^i](s*

72 vr v'^ ••• •'• u/^As^^-lJ ^ lij AJJ(I^Jj,j
e;^-^?^'^lcs^

Begins, on F23b,

The colophon gives the title j'^^j^ b*bj

Dated the 2lst Muharram, 1164. Written in a small elegant

nasta'ltq. Scribe : —Muhammad Zahid,

FFl-22 are two pamphlets in Persian in a very recent hand and

paper, on connected subjects.
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No. cm.
Folios 6G5. Lines 21. Sizo 9| x 5.

Kashfu '1-gita', by Qddi ^aj Mahmud Khan, some unknown Indian

writer of the 19th century. The work is divided into a ^"^y^^y 3 books

called uj^J'* and a IvhatimA. The contents of the work can be known

from the following :

—

In the **ili-^( various questions are dealt with, e.g. iUUflJiX*<<^ &c.

The work seems the result of some controversy.

Kashfu '1-gita' ends on FG52a

F 053^7-056^1 is rejoinder to the abovo work by certain Mav/lawi

'Abdu'l-'Aziz.

FF 657rt—end contain an incomplete pamphlet on l^JJi&xi/o by

^V-^i lyi**^'!*^" c^'. c/i^Ji-ft^i^ 'Afifu'd-D.in bin 'Ala'udJin-al-

Husayni.

The colophon gives the date, but the year is wanting. TJie MS. is

very recent written in Nasta'liq.

Kashfu 'l-gita' begins :



PERSIAN MANUSCRIPTS.

COMMENTAHIES ON THE QUR'iN.

Size 10 X 6. £E. 367. 11. 19.

No. CIV.

Mawahib-i-' Aliyya known as Tafsir-i-Husayni.

The well-known Persian commentary on the Qur'^n composed in

A. H. 899 and dedicated to Mir 'All Shir. Complete in two volumes.

Author : Husayn Wa'i?-al-.Kasbifi ^^iAKji ^i:|^ c^^-*- the author

of the Anwdr-i-Suhayli, Eiyadu'sh-Shuhada and Akhlaq-i-Muhsini,

(d. A.H. 910=A. D. 150t.)

For other copies see Eieu, pp. 9^*—11a, Ethe col. 1041—1043
India Off. Lib. Cat. pp. 37—39 and Haj-Khal. Vol. II. p. 360.

Vol. I. The first half of the commentary comprising the chapters

(I—XVIII) that is a^JliJi to the end of ci^Ji Begins :—

* ^^^ ^JS
In the introduction the author says that at the request of Mir *Ali

Shir he had begun to write an extensive commentary on the Qu'ran in

four volumes entitled jixSliX-i**-^ ^^•^.vjj^i^ tot after completing

the first volume many hindrances kept him from continuing his

work, so he began to write this short commentary for his great patron

in an easier language and completed it in A. H. 899.

The first three folios have been recently replaced in a fair modern

Nasta'llq. The title of each chapter is ornamented and the text of the

Qur'dn is pointed and written in red.

Not dated, apparently seventeenth century, written in a neat and

good Naskh with gold-ruled margins.

No. CV.

Size 71 X 41. ff 502. 11. 17.

Vol. II. The second half of the above, extending from the begin-

ning of chapter XIX to the end of the Qur'^n ; that is (^.^^i to tj-^^h
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Begins:— ^i*^^ *iV"** v^t** j^ u^*H^ *

f. 17a Blank.

The work ends with the following Rubd'i, composed by the author's

son to commemorate the date of composition :

—

*i^ji JlA^l y^Jlj c»>«**
f
^'l _) *=-4>^ JLV^I ^IJ {jt\ *i S^Ia. l>

^=^y J'j-i ^t-^j f^i Ji^il*' o-iy ^^'^' 3 J^' ^ Ji- ^ ** fwU^

The words Jiyi ^v^j f^J =899 A. H

.

The Mawahib-i-'Aliyya has been translated by 'Abu'l Fadl Muham-
mad bin Idrls Bidlisi who died in A. H. 892. See Ethe col. 141.

Not dated ; apparently seventeenth century, written in a very beauti-

ful minute Naskh with 'Unwans and gold-ruled margins. The text of

the Qui"'an is written in red.

No. CVI.

Size7x3|. ff. 339. 11.25.

The same.

The first half of the above commentary comprising the chapters

I—XYI, that is *a:^^i to the end of J-^i begins as usual.

No. CVII.

Size 7x3^. fE. 419. 11.25.

The same.

The second half of the same (incomplete).

Extending from the beginning of the chapter XVII entitled

[
J^It-I ^s^ ^j^*- to the middle of ci>^:>t«J|^ ^jy^

After f. 4186 ten or twelve folios, comprising the latter part of

oO^l*^!^ to the end of the Qur'^n, are missing and the MS. ends

abruptly with the Ilubd'i quoted above. Not dated: seventeenth

century. Neat small Naskh. The text of the Uur'an is written in

red.

No. CVIII.

Tafsir-i-'Alawi.

Another complete Persian commentary on the Qur'^n according

to the ShI'a doctrine composed in A. 11. 1202 and dedicated to
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Mir Muhammad 'All al-Husayui, after whom the work is named.

Complete iu two Volumes.

Author: Husayn Rida ibn *Ali ibn YA'qub Afshdr. :

—

j^^v w;>^-^i! ^5^* c/'i '""^j uit'^'^ (Not mentioned in any other

catalogue).

Size 7x4. ff. 455. U. 23.

Vol. I. Comprising the chapters I—XVIII, that is, from a«*uJ|

to the eud of *-ftt^l

A-./»-

Begins:

—

(»'«i ^-"-^ ^11 ^O'^S^j^ ^^b f^jji

* r/*^ b'^ ^ ^' *^*^
C"-^

^^ ^* Z"^-- h^ j' ->' ^^i"^ wl^-el*. ^£\

In the introduction the author states that he was requested by Mir
Muhammad 'Ali-al-Husayni to write a commentary on the Qur'an
according to the Shi*a doctrine based exclusively on the traditions of

tbe Ahl-i-Bayt (relatives of the prophet) and some well-known books

like the J*^'^ ;i-'flJ and wa^i^Ji^^Ij. Mir Muhammad 'Ali died

shortly after iu A, H. 1195 and the author as a token of regard for

his great patron composed the work in A. H. 1202.

After dwelling at length upon the various peculiarities, and
beauties of the Qur'an the author begins abruptly with the 1st chapter

" Agnail " on f. 10a.

This part is dated the 20th Ramadan, A. H. 1207.

No. CIX.

Size 7x4. ff. 453. 11. 23.

TilK SAME.

The second half of the same comprising from the beginning of

chapter XIX to the end of the Qur'an that is
i*^;*^!

to o^lJ^^i

Begins: <;-«r'^^^ ^'o'i\^^:^\*o C^y^^ \) crJ->ilJUi| ji u^*n^

f. la— 3b. A table of contents of both the volumes has lately been

added in a modern good Nast'aliq hand.

f . 4a. A note in the author's own hand says that this copy was

compared and revised on the 12th of Jamadi II A. II. 1208.

Scribe : Araanatu'Ua, dated the 5th Jamadi-al-Awwal. Both

volumes are written in one and the same Nasta'liq hand with the text

of the Qura'an in bold Nask]i. The MS., though recent, seem to

have been roughly handled.
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TRADITIONS.

No. ex. •

Size 7| X 4. ff. 521. 11. 22.

Sharli-i-Siifrii's-sa'adat.

A commentary on the Sufru's-sa'adat also known as *i5i~Ji ij^As of

Muliammad bin Ya'qub known as Majdu'd-Di'n-al-Firuzabadi who
died in A. H. 817, relating to the life, character and teachings of

Mubnmmad.

Commentator: 'Abdul Quq bin Sayfu'd-Dfn biu Sa'du'Ua-al Turk-

al-Dihlawi al-Bukhari l^jLs^I ^^yAJn-^yUUi^^^^Jc/Jv^il^i-e^* t>^^^^
(d. A. II. 1052.) See Rieu p "iS^.

After a short notice on the life of Majdn'd-Din, the commentator

divides the introduction into two parts called Qisms

—

Xii^a^ »^J

which is followed by a series of works, ennumerated by him, referred

to in his commentary.

On f. 6b. The commentary begins thus:

*\^

f. lb—5a. Table of Contents supplied by a modern hand.

f. 49-50. Written in a later hand.

Scribe: Muliammad Muhsin ibn ' Abdu'l Kan'm ibn Fath *Ali of

Jahaugirabdd, Multan. Dated "9.^" probably for 1194 A. H, written

in fair Nast^'liq with occasional notes on the margin.

THKOLOOY.

No. CXI.

Sizo7x3^ f. 702. 11.19.

Sharh-i-Wirdu't-taqarrub-wa-H izbu't-tawassul.

A commentary on Wirdu't-taqftnub containing the genealogy,

lil'p, practices and moral teachings of the Troplict: the modes of

jiraycr and other peculiarities of the Mauifite school are explained

at length, supported by the procopts and sayings of holy men.

Conipilol in A. 11. 1021. Commentalor: Muhammad Waliu'llah
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iba Ahmad 'All Farrukh^bali, the author of Wirdu't-taqarrub

itself (d, 1243 A» H.) and probably the author of the History of

Farrukhabad mentioned by Rieu p. 9596 :
—

The first ten folios contain the contents of the text with their

divisions and detailed subdivisions. The principal divisions are only

seven with muqaddima and khdtima, as we learn from the first sentence

of the text *^*a*^^ ^>»\ ^y^ ^ J^yi\^y:^ ^ w^^Pjj w^^^ ^J^ > c/^*

on f. 12a. The author in his own writing gives a long list of

the books from which he has taken his materials for this work such

as Revealed Books, viz., the Qur'an, the Arabic translation of the

Bible, the Persian translation of the Zibfir, i.e., the Old Testament

;

commentaries on the Qur'dn, viz., TafsIr-i-Baydawi, Mu'allimu't-

Tanzil, &o. ; Traditions, viz., Sahih Bukhari, Mishkat, Books of Prayer,

and Jurisprudence and many other theological and historical treatises.

A note on the margin contains the following words :

—

The text itself begins on f . I2b :—

The author tells us in the introduction that after finishing Wirdu't-

taqarrub in A. H. 1198, he began to write a commentary on the same

and this he finished in A. H. 1204 which is obtained from the follow-

ing line :

—

19

^U ^ i£)jb y AiTj^'f y <>«* lJil^'»^ ij>^«. J,i* «-U> ^t^i

f. 697-698. Blank: contents wanting. The last twenty folios

are very much damaged and pasted over throughout. The colophon

says that this is the third copy of w^aiJpj^ ^j^ written for remunera-

tion by Bansi Dhur of Furrukhabad, dated 18th Pul-Qa'd A. H.

1225. Good Nasta'liq.

No. OXII.

Size 4k X 2i. ff 354. 11 12.

Tar]uma-i-Makarim-al-Akhlaq.

A Persian translation of the famous text Makarimal-Akhlaq of Abii

Nagral-Pasanbin Abd Ali al-Fadl al-Xabarsi. a Shi'a of great learning.
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The name of the translator is not mentioned anywhere.

Begins:— ^^ji\ ^ }\ ^
^'\ olijj Jyie Af \j <^^^* ^^ ^ •^*^

The work is divided into twelve chapters, each subdivided into

several sections.

These divisions and the contents thereof exactly agree with those

of the ^I^Vl y^lsr* mentioned in Eieu p. 156 Makdrim-al-AkhMq

has been translated into Persian also by 'Ali bin Tifur-al-Bustari, (a

copy of which exists in the Bankipur Library), and by several other

persons.

Not dated ; serial 1700. Minute and neat Nask]i.

No. CXIII.

Size ih X 2i. ff. 155. 11. 12.

Adab-i-'Abbasi.

A rhetorical treatise, translated from the •* Miftahul-Falah " of

Bahau'd-Din Aniili who died in A. H. 1030, relating to the special

invocations and prayers, in addition to the usual daily worship, with

definite and regular forms, distinctly fixed for the several hours of the

day and night. Translator : §adru'd-Dia Muhammad-al-Tabrizi.

Begins :

—

iii oJ>'^llAj| ^Ui*J J'^^^ u^-l^ ^ ^y..j^^'' ^^-^-i'i f*W ^ ij-t^

f^'
c;>»*^Ji

r. 4a. The work is divided into six chapters, over lined with the

number of page on which they begin :
—

• ^;)T H^^ '^ jic^ '^*) ^' v^-^^'' ^>^^ Jl *^i cjl*';^ (ijj w(|

• Oj)l '^.y^- '^- v^'l e/^'j )J* ^' J^^ ^J J
I

*^'' cJ^i' y r^- v'<

• ^j>^ '^"^- '^"^ 'i^'^-'-r^ '^^^ ^^"

v^^*"" li'^'j v* y *'^' •^''^^ JJ f^^t- v'^

* 0J3I -^-i^^ ^^ ^v-fiJi ^^^-1= ^J ^- a^Ai^l ^] ^k- jO ^<i-i vU

F. 151. Bound iuvcrsely.

Not dated. Latter part of the 17th century; written in a good

Naeklj, golJ-rulcd border* with incidental notes on the margin.
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JURISPHUDENCE.

No. CXIY.

8izG 9 X 4i. ff 182.' 11 22.

* J^^\;»^

Tanwiiu'l-Min^r.

A Persian oommentary on al-Min6r, the fanioua text on the prin-

ciples of jurisprudence, of Abu'l Barakat ibn Ahmad, known as Hafi?-

u'd-DIn al-Nasafi who died in A. H. 710.

Commentator : 'Abdu'l 'Ali Muhammad, known as Bahrul 'uliim ibn

Ni?dmu'd-DIn al-Ansdri (d. A. H. 1226) :—

03 CI Uf III .

Begins:— ^\/-h^ij^^ J^-^l (>^) «/i)l *iJ^»«'i

For other commentaries on al-Min^r see Haj Khal VI. p. 126

and Brocklmann Vol. II p. 196 and this Ms. must not be confused

with the Tanwiru'l-Min£r, another commentary on al-Minar, by Qadi

Abu'l Fadl Muhammad, mentioned by the former.

A copy of the present Ms. exists in the Bankipur Oriental Library.

The colophon says that this Ms. was copied by the order of Hidayat

Ahmad for Jang Bahadur in A. H. 1222 by Mir Muhammad Baqar

Kh^n, son of Rafi'ud Din Muhammad Kh^n. Written in a fair

Nasta'liq.

No. OXV.

Size 6js X 3i. £E 217. U.

Tarjuma-i-Sharh-i-Tajrld known as Tuhfa-i-Shdhl-wa *Atiya-i-IUhi

(Defective),

A Persian translation, with annotations, of the famous Tajrid-al-

'aq^'id which is divided into seven maqasids (see Haj Khal II, p. 193)

of Nasiru'd-Din Abu Ja'far Muhammad bin Muhammad-al-Tusi who

died in A. H. 672. Compiled in A, H. 1023.

Some folios are missing at the beginning and the name of the author

is not found anywhere. The title of the book is mentioned on f. 2a

as ^\U ^^^ i «/*^"* ^^** i'^ »***^^) but on f. 216a it is simply

Eaid ^ij** ^;'^ W/ ^^ (^-^
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The Ms. opt ns with the words fj^\ c^'j^*^ ji fly } i/*b^ > aiid

contains the translation of only the last four maqasids of the Tajrid-al-

'aqd'id, viz.

1. f. 3b. a51A^^ ^UJ|oVi^»

2. f. 79a. ^j^nJ
3. f. 99a. t^,hj

4. f. 178b. A^**!fJ

Fair Naskh. Seventeenth century.

AEABIC POETEX".

No. CXVI.

Size7 X 3J ff 311. 11.21.

Sharh-i-Diw^n-i-'Ali.

A Persian commeutary on the famous Arabic Dlwan attributed

to *Ali bin Abu Talib who died in A. H. 40 with a versified Persian

paraphrase. Compiled in A. H. 890

Author : ^usayn bin Ma'inu'd-Din Maybudi. (d.|A. H. 910.)

For full particulars of the work and other copies see Rieu

p. 19, 5aj-Khal Vol. II. p. 499 and Vol. VI p. 474. Begins :-

<6'iV> »^^V (t^'l *^ l/i'^^V»* <-r^J laitSl^* y^ i tr^*"' «j#^'«-* u*^

In the preface the commentator, who is also known as the author

of some philosophical and astronomical treatises, deals at length with

the doctrines of Sufis and philosophers. The work is divided into seven

eections (for detail see Eieu p. 19). The Arabic verses are written in

red and blue in many places.

Scribe :—Fa(llullah ibn Amir Muhammad ibn (sic) Rulfdn Muham-
mad Gaznawi (?), Dated A. 11. 1061, written in small neat Naskh

with gold-ruled borders.

No. CXVII.

Size 5 i X 3. fit. 206 U. 16

Thb saur.

Another incomplete copy of the same with the usual veraifled

Persian paraphrase.

F 2
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Begins ns usual.

The first 122 folios contain copious marginal notes and interlinear

annotations. The Arabic verses are written in red with vowel points.

Some folios are missing at the end and the Ms. breaks off with the

Arabic verse :

v/'^le/'* vj'^ f^^' V;'^ «-A*ip j v^'^J ^^-^l ^j^^j

The Ms. seems to be written in the same year and by the same

band as the preceding one.

SUFISM.

No. CXVIII.

Bize H X 3. fi. 108. II. H

Samar^t-al-Hayat.

A collection of the sayings and precepts of Shaykh Burhanu'd-D(n

Burhanpuri, relating to spiritual life, illustrated by the traditions of the

prophet and sayings of other holy men.

Compiled by : 'AH 'Askari bin Muhammad Taqi bin Muhammad

Qasim-al-TOiawafi ^5''.?*^
r**^^

'^*^''
c^* tJ?^'

'^*^^ ^- ^/^' ^^
probably the author of I'^^yj^'o

, who died in A. H. 1108. Eieu p. 699.

•^ * , .1
Begins:. f'>^-»'^\

yi]y^'^i\ i Jj^) ^y^^\^^^ t^Vl^ ^^\^^
The author who is a desciple of the above-named saint sings his

praises in the introduction.

gcribe :—Muhammad Na'im. 1800. Rough Ta'li(][.

No. CXIX.

SUFISM.

6ize8ix3f. £E. 188. ' 11.21.

Miftah-al-Futuh.

A Persian commentary on the famous text Fut6h-al-Gayb of the

celebrated holy Saint Shaykh 'Abdu'l-Qadir al-JiUni who died in

A. H. 561.
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Commentator : 'Abdii'l Haqq Lin Sayfu'd-Din ad-Dahlawl-al-

Buktari t^j^-^-^^ t^-^-'A^l u-l>^i\^*» ^i (J^i^* (d. A. H. 1052).

Begins:— <>awj^fL«il*J| U^^y* ^ Gj..wJ cjAAiJu^ii ^lis' (Sa

The original text Futuh-al-Gayb is divided into 78 chapters,

described in Ber. Cat. Yol. ill. No. 2837, {vu/e also Haj. Khal. IV,

p. 386) and similar divisions are maintained in this commentary.

In the epilogue the author says that while he was in Mecca, the

holy Saint 'Abdu'l-Wahbab Muttaqi al-Q^diri-al-Shadili highly praised

the book <-r*^Jl rj^* and directed him to read it and act according to

it. On his return to ludia the author obtained a copy of the same

from some venerable personage Subsequently he was requested by

Asadu'd-Din Sh6h Abu'l Ma'ali to write a commentary on it, which he

did in A. H. 1022 as we learn from the following Hue of the versified

chronogram :

—

• o-i ^ija j^^^ AJTiljl >^^jJ .i'-^>' ^../^ f^j Z^^'^ C^^^

The words ^y* -.'ii< give A. H. 1022. An iudex to this copy

is prefixed in the beginning.

The commentary ^^ii^'^^^A-o has been printed in Lucknow.

The Colophon says that it was copied by 'Abdu'llah al-Najaf *Ali-al-

Q^diri al-Husayni on the 7th Ramdan A. H. 1244. Written in a fair

minute Na.^kh.

No. CXX.

Size 8x4. ff . 88. 11. 15.

Amwaj-i-Khubi.

A treatise on theosophy, relating to the conneotion between the body

and the soul and the spiritual progress of the latter,, and treating the

prophet as a sublime being ; illustrated, in the form of question and

answer, by verses of the Ciur'un and traditions.

Begins :— ^il'^y** J^ ^»»^ ^V j ^^-ViV* ^
^J.^*-* >*«^'*'

iis^' J'* (^i^\

On f. 2a, 1 10 the name of the author is simply mentioned as

ks.j»* sjli^ u,jj
«-fti*fiA) ii y*^^ and again the concluding lino says

AjJl^ii o^s^ ^'ii}. 0^-^=^ UJ^i-'Aj ^j^ gi^Aii wl>S yj>j >yA ^'^J
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Not dated ; nineteenth century ; bad handwriting within coloured

ocrders with incidental notes on the margin.

No. CXXI.

6ize5Jx3i. ff. 100. 11.13.

Incomplete and defective copy of a theosophioal treatise entitled

^JUa^j o'i%^ divided into twenty-three Tajallis or lights by *Alf

Muhammad ibn Sayyad 'Abdu'r Rahmdn ibn-i-Sayyad Muhammad
Husayni al-Qadiri :

—

The manuscript is defective at beginning and end. It opens with

the words 'H^\ij^ jji^ ji ^''"i c^« *^*-»^i ^^i* and breaks off thus :

—

Not dated 1800, fair Nasta^liq.

HISTOET.

No. CXXII.

6ize9x5^ ff. 411. 11.21.

Rawdatu's-Safa.

The first five volumes of the well known universal history from the

creation of the world down to the time of the author written at the

request of, and dedicated to, Mir *Ali Shir, the Wazir of Sultan

yusayn King of Persia, A. D. 1468-1505.

Author : Muhammad bin Kbawand Shah bin Muhammad (b. A. H.

873=A. D. 1433, d. A. H. 903= A. D. 1497).

For particulars and other copies see Rieu, p. 87. Ethe, Col. 26,

Motley, p. 30.
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Vol. I.

Containing the history from the creation down to the last of the

Sfisanian Kings Yazdijird.

Begins :

—

In the introduction the author says that the work is divided into

•even hooka or volumes called Qisms.

Not dated. 17th Century, Written in a fair Nasta'liq.

No. CXXIII.

6ize7ix4. £E. 490. 11. 15—21.

2. Vol. II.

This volume contains the history of the prophet and the first four

Caliphs.

Begins :

—

ci»U^*. ^) ^H* oul«^ *-*^*<F'* <^«^t* .J
*^\d\yt AAajs** ^^\yp

Ff . lb and 2a are profusely decorated. A note in the end says

that this manuscript was bought by Muhammad Ja'far Bardwani m
A. H. 1241.

After f. 140 four folios are left blauk, but the text is complete.

This portion is dated the 12th year of the regin of Akbar. Written

in a good Nasta*liq with gold-ruled borders.

No. CXXIV,

8ize7ix4J. ff. 302. 11.19.

Vol. III.

Containing the history of the twelve Im^me and of the Caliphs

of the Umayyad and the Abbaside dynasties.

Begins :

—

jLA y uvij] 'jA.\» ^^,|j^ S*.i ^1^1 ji ^Jpi'll^ vyU*«» AX t^'b J j,.*^

After f. 130 two folios have been left blank, but the text is

complete.
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After f. 296 two Wank folios have lately been added.

Dated 22nd Eajab, A. H. 1104. Written in a small Nasta'lfq
within boruors ruled in blue and red.

A note on the fly-leaf says :

—

No. CXXV.

Size 8f X 4|. ff. 424. 11. 25.

Vol. IV. and V together,

ff. 1—228. Vol. IV.

This volume contains the history of the dynasties contemporary

with the 'Abbaside Caliphs down to their extinction by TCmur.

Begins :
—

^-^^j^ fjS^^^ ^jxj*^ o^«iy H^^J^ ^ <^^i\ o^'**o §.«-J c>«^i

i. lb and 2a are profusely decorated.

f
. 9 and 10 left blank and the contents wanting.

ff. 229b—424. Vol. V.

Containing the history of Chingi?khan and his successors, down to

the time of Timur.

Begins :

—

f . 229a and 230^ are richly decorated.

Not dated, apparently of the 16th Century. Written in a beautiful

minnte Nasta'Iiq with borders ruled with gold. Unfortunately the

remaining volumes of this valuable work are wanting in this Librarv.

The whole work has been lithographed at Bombay 1848. For other

editions and translations of various parts of this, see Morley, pp. 35,

86 ; Elliot, pp. 131-133, and Zenker, Vol. L, pp. 104-106, Vol. 11,

pp, 59.
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No. OXXYI.

Size 61 X 3|. fiP. 150. 11. 14.

Shawdhldu'n-Nubuwwat.

A treatise relating to the proofs and evidences of the divine mission

of the Prophet; composed in A. H. 885. Author: 'Abdu'r-Rahman

Jdmi i^^^ ^*tup\>^^ (d. A. H. 898).

For other copies, see Haj. Khal. IV, p. 83. Eieu, p. 146. Some

folios are missing at the beginning and the manuscript opens abruptly

with :—

The date of composition is obtained from the word i***-' in tho

following versified chronogram at the end.

* JL» ^ij\j ^y. Ai**> A/ :,|i o-wo ij] aUj] vi.5j lyijo

which is = A. n. 885.

The work ia divided into an Introduction, Seven books, called

Bukn, and a Conclusion.

This work was translated into Turkish by Lami'i. See Haj. Khal.

referred to above. Dated A. II. 1231. Written in a fair Nasta*liq.

No. cxxvir.

Size7ix4. ff. 201. 11. 21.

a

TArikh-i-Wassaf.

The first two volumes of the Ty.r)]<]i-i-WnBsdf otherwise called

jl,a*V|3^^y
J
^l^a^Vi^'j^ containing the history of tlie Mughal Sultans

of Persia from A. H. U5G= A.ll. G85.

Composed between A.H. 690—712. Author: Khwdja 'Abdu'1-ldh

bin Fudlu'l Idh Sliira^i known as Wassaf.
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For particulars and other copies, see 5aj. Khal. 11, p. 156. Rieu,

p. 161, Ethe, col. 84, and Rosen, p. 52.

ff. IJ—122a.
Vol. I. This volume begins with a preface including a dedication

to (Jazan and containing the history of the death of Mangd Qdan in

A. H. 656 down to the accession of A.rgtin

Begins :

—

fl. 122b-201a.

Vol, II. Containing the history from the beginning of the Saldguri

Atdbaks in Fars down to the Atabaks of Liar, A. H. 685.

Begins:— ^^^*'o **^* ij^y^y *-^^ J* 3 ^y afii-^^^'^l^j A-IJ^i^^*

The last three volumes of this valuable work are, unfortunately,

wanting in this Library. Tarikh-i-Wassaf is no doubt an excellent

specimen of the flowery Persian style intermixed with copious Arabic

and Persian verses with suitable quotations of the texts from the

Qur'an.

The entire work has been lithographed in Bombay, A. H. 1269, and
the first volume has been edited and translated into German by
Hammer, Yienna 1856. The manuscript is hopelessly wormed and
damaged and spaces for headings are left blank in many places. Not
dated, I7th Century, good Nasta' liq with coloured borders.

No.. CXXVIII.

Size lOi X 4^. ff. 121. II. 32-35.

Khulasatu't-Taw^rikh.

A short history of India from the time of Raja Judhister, one

of its earliest kings down to the fortieth year of 'Alamgir's reign.

Composed iu 1107 A.H. and dedicated to the Emperor.

Author : Surjan Rai. (^\j e/'J'j**

For particulars and other copies, see Rieu, p. 230, Ethe, col. 129,

and Pertsch's, Berl. Cat, pp. 455—458.
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Begins :- ^/ lyt iS^*oS5\ ^^^ ^\JS^ n^j\^ j,^*&k ^ ^£,^^ iiU ^Ki jfeiai

The author, a munshf by profession, as he calls himself on f. 36

enumerates a series of historical works on which he has based his

present compilation.

The contents of the Khulasatu't-Tawarikh have been fully stated by

Morley, Descriptive Catalogue, p. 69, by Elliot, History of Indin, Yol.

VIII, pp. 5— 12, and by Eieu; and has been translated into Urd(i by

Mir Shir *Ali Afsus under the title of Araish-i-Mabfil,

Some folios are missing at the end and the manuscript breaks off

in the middle of the account of Aurangzeb's contest with Shuja'.

ff. 80 and 121 are bound inversely.

Not dated, circa 1800. The manuscript is much, damaged and

written in a very careless rough Nim-shikasta.

No. CXXIX.

Size 8x4. fE. 552. U. 17.

Akbar-naraa.

The first volume of the famous detailed and authentic history

of the reign of Akbar with an account of his predecessors, divided

into two parts.

Author : Shaykh Abu'l Fadl bin Mubarak known as *Allami

^J^^fi *j J'j)j*^ "^j^^ c^- J-^'^n ii^ (murdered in A H. 1011).

For a full account of his life we may refer to H. Blochman's

A'in-i-Akbari.

For other copies, seellieu, pp. 247—251, Ethe, col, 110— 114, Ind.

off. Lib. Cat., 162—165.

ff. lfl-2616.

First part.—Containing an account Akbar's predecessors down
to Humayiin.

Begins:—
J*

In the introduction the author states that ho wrote this work by
the order of the Emptror who oorrcctod it according to his own
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recollection and that his materials, for this compilation, consisted

of the official records, the letters and returns of the State officers.

f . 2GU and 262a Blank.

f. 2626—5526.

Fart IT.—Containing an account from the Monarch's accession

down to the seventeenth year of his reign.

Begins :

—

eu*»:^ iij^jh V"^lj ejj«i>*

The contents of f . 534 and the first two lines of f. 535^? beginning

with k.h 1^*'^ jj-^i f'^^A ^jiji, i.S Ji^w j}^ and ending with the words

»ji.»b ciij.i; are given somewhat later on in the printed edition of the

Asiatic Book Society, Vol. Ill, p. 4, and a faint note on the margin con-

tains these words:— i>j)''\ >iji 'sHj^^ \j
vs^A^.^ ^^iij\ f,'^AA &U UJ\ &*."il^

The Akbar-nama was published in three volumes in the Bibleotheca

Indica Series (Asiatic Book Society Edn.) at Calcutta, and in

Lucknow, 1867. For other editions and translations, see Rieu referred

to above.

fE. 534-552.

Not dated, apparently the latter part of the Seventeenth Century.

Written in a fair Nasta'liq with the headings in red. The manuscript

is wormed throughout and hopelessly damaged.

No. CXXX.

Size 10x5. ff. 275. 11.25.

The same.

Part II, of Vol. I and Vol. II.

ff. 16—1416.

Part II., Begins as usual: (_A^J/T ^^j^ *l£ivjt ii^l*^ It contains

a complete account from the Monarch's accession down to the twelfth

year of his reign after which it ends with the Colophon, dated the

13thEabiII,A.n,'ll07.
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f. U2a. Blank.

ff. 14:2b—27ob.

Volume II.—Containing an account from the beginning of the

Monarch's thirteenth year down to the end of his twenty-fourth year,

wanting the last verse, viz.

—

ij'k "^^jP ji^'^t\ LS^^i * w^j^ :> >i^I ^^''"^
'iJ-l'^K mentioned in the above

named printed edition of the A. S. B. P. 295, volume II ; the epilogue

or the Khatima of Part II and the account of the latter part of the

Monarch's seventeontli year are altogether omitted in the present

copy and the contents, without any break, at once begins with

—

^<t^3A Jl- jUT onf. 161rt.

Dated A. H. 1107. Written in minute Nasta'liq with gold ruled

borders.

Begins :— ^> jl >**. ^lUkiAl^ ^aix *-Ajy« Af J^i\ ^j^ -i^i* Mj->^i

No. CXXXI.

Size 8x4. ff. 36G. 11. 19.

The same.

The second volume of Akbar-n^ma, defective and incomplete.

Containing the account of the Emperors from the eighteenth to the

fortieth year of his reign.

Begins :— ^5^*^*^ ^j,\ ^^*i 0^*^^ *^ «^I:>a» ^1>j ^jt.*- SjlJ ^^'*

Many folios are missing at the latter portion of this copy. After

a very short account of the forty- first year of the Monarch's reign, f.

'66db, the manuscript abruptly ends with the last few lines in connection

vith his death which occurred after a reign of fifty years. The last

few lines agree with the concluding linos of the printed edition A. S.

B. referred to above.

Not dated, XIX cent. Writtoa in a minute fair Nasta'licj on

various coloured papers.
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ETHICS.

No. CXXXII.

Size 6| X 4. ff. 288. 11. 15.

Masabih-al-Qulub.

A work on ethics divided into fifty-three chapters.

Author: Abii 'Ali-al gasanbin Muhammad- al-Sabzw^rf al-Bayha-

q( ash-Sh&fi'f.

^*KA.J| j^WtiV^' </>)l^>V«J| •^^'* liT^ UA'-JS^^^ _jJ|

Bee Pertsch. Berl. Oat. No. 80^ and gaj. Khal. V. p. 573. The
date of the author is not given by either. In the preface the author is

said to be t/j^v^-J ' t^^i-^'l u;*—» and Haj Khalfa's supposition that

the author is a Shi'a is thus borne out.

Begins :

—

At the end the colophon says that the manuscript was copied by 'Ali

bin Muhammad bin Khuda Dad al-Husayni in A. H. 898 in the Island

of Kharak. Written in a fair Nasta'liq.

No. CXXXIII.

Size5ix2i tf. 246. 11.13

Akhlaq i-Jalali.

A work on ethics, dedicated to Sultan Hasan Beg Bahadur Khan.

Author : Jalalu'd-Dln Muhammad bin As'ad-as-Siddiqi ad-Dawwaoi.

^j|^Jl Jiic>^h>'.'^\ ^i d^s:^ u^>.>J|J^-?' (d. A, H. 908)

Begins:

—
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The work, otherwise called j^^^l j*;*^* (V j'^^'' C"'-^^ ^^ ohie^iy

based on Akhl^q-i-N^siri and like it contains three chapters— viz.,

1. f. 30a 0^=^' ^l^t'j^

2. f, 1316 jy* ^^>J jd

3. f. 16b v^aU^Ij j.^^ ^
^o-« jif'.yi jj

For particulars and other copies, vide Rieu, p.442, and Ethd,

Bodleian Catalogue column 892. Not dated, ciroa 1700. Written in

a clear Nasta'liq with copious marginal notes in the same hand.

No. CXXXIV.

Size5|x3i. fi. 242. 11.16.

Akhlaq-i-Muhsini

Another book on ethics composed in A. H. 900, and dedicated to

prince Abu'l-Muhsin, after whom the work is named.

Author: Husayn W^"i?-al-ka8jbifi j^aA)^
, ^i^ ^^^^ (d. A. H. 910).

The work is divided into forty chapters.

For full particulars and other copies, see Rieu, p.443, and Ethe,

Bodle. Catalogue column 894.

Beigns :

—

Scribe : Haraj Mull. Not dated, apparently the latter part of the

Seventeenth Century. Written in a rough ta'liq with borders ruled

in red.

POETRY.

No. CXXXV.

Size 7x3. ff. 31G. 11.16.

yadiqatul-Haqlqah.

This is a Bufistio poem on ethics and religious life.

Author: Abu'l-MajdMajd6d bin Adam Sand 'i known as Hakim San4'i

^^U^ ^xi*. Ai sJ^j^ ij^'i- |io.T ^:/^ i^«^^ >«*^l>n one of the earliest
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and the most profound Sufi poet of Persia only second to Jaldlu'd Bin
Eiimi in respect of merit. He died in A.II. 545 = A.D, 1150 accord-

ing to Taqi K^sjii and the author of Atashkada. 'AH ar-Eaffa, the

writer of the preface to this poem, says that Sana'i died in A.H. 525 (fol.

9b, 1. 16) the year in which he completed this work, agreeing with the

date given in Jami's Nafahdt ; but the India Off. Lib. Cat, No. 1430 fol,

188b. says that Sanai composed another Magnawi {^ii^^li^ij^

in 528 A.H. ; if so, it is evident that A.H: 525 cannot be the correct

date of the poet's demise. For these differences see the references given

below and Haj. Khal. Vol. Ill, p. 40.

According to this copy the Magnawi was finished in A. H. 525 as

mentioned in the following concluding lines :

—

but according to some it was finished in A. H. 534 and even in

635 A. H. The work is dedicated to Sultdn 'AUVd-Din Bahilm

Shah and divided into ten chapters.

See Eieu, p. 59, Ethe, Bodl. Cat. p. 463, Sprenger, p. 558, Camb.

Univ. Lib. Cat., p. 294, Pertsch's Berl. Cat
, p. 747—750.

This copy begins with the preface of 'Ali ar-Raffa.

Begins :

—

fol. 10b.—11a. Blank.

f. 12a. The Masnawi begins :

—

Besides the Hadiqah he composed several other Magnawis Siyaru'l-

'Ubbad, Tariqu't-Tahqiq, Kamamah, 'Ishq Namah and *Aql Namah
and has left a Diwan comprising 30,000 couplets.

f. 116. Beautifully ornamented heading.

f. 2356. First portion of the third bayt, wanting.

i. 288a. Space left blank for the second portion of a bayt.

f. 2896. & 2906, Central gold rule lines wanting.

f. 315. This is a leaf of some other manuscript inserted by

mistake. Spaces for headings are throughout left blank.

Dated, Kashmir, the 3rd Sha'ban A.. H. 1099.

Written in a very beautiful and neat Nasta'liq with gold ruled

borders. A very fine specimen of caligraphy.
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No. CXXXVI.

Size7ix4. - ff. 161. 11.14.

Sharh-i-Qasa'id-i-Anwari.

A commentary on Anwari's difficult verses.

Author : Mahammad bin Da'ud 'Alawi Shauiyabadi

t?ol^biU jj^y* ^^\<^ i^^
^a:'* (See Bieu, p. 556^.)

Begins :

—

The author has also written a commentary on Khaqani's Diwan.

For other commentaries on Anwari's Diwan, see Rieu, p. 556^*,

Ethe, p. 478, and Sprenger, p. 332.

f. 1 baa been subsequently supplied by a modern band.

The manuscript is written carelessly in a slovenly Nim Shikasta.

Not dated, apparently the latter part of the 17th Century.

No. CXXXVII.

Size 81 X M. ff. 446. 11. 25.

Khamsa-i-Ni?^mi.

The five romantic poems of Ni?ami.

Author: Nizamu'd-DIu Abd Muhammad llyas Ibn Yiisuf, known

as Ni^caral ^_s'^^^ 't ^y^*-* . «-n*"ji c^^l w^h >*'^^ i>'.\ ^^jl)i*UtJ

died probably in A. 11. 698 or 599.

There are many conflicting statements regarding the date of the

poet's demise; aee liieu, p. 504, Ethe, p. 487, Sprenger, p. 519^

Haj-Kl.al.. Vol. HI, p. 17G, and Camb. Univ. Lib. Cat., p. 303.

o
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Nizdmi is particularly known as the greatest of Masnawi writers

anci his poems have up to date remained the classical standard of

Persian Magnawis

Contents

:

I. ff lb-25a. * j!;^^W^'*
Makhzanu'l-Asrar.

A sufi-istic poem relating to the prirciples of morality and religious,

life illustrated by anecdotes.

Begins:— i*^^*"
J^j.i >i^ ^'^^ {•^^•yic/*'*'^! *^l(»-i

There are many conflicting opinions regarding the date of its com-

position, see Hieu, p. 565, Ethe, p. 487, The last verse mentioned in

Rieu and Ethe giving the date of its composition is wanting in this

copy.

The poem is divided into twenty sections called Maqalat.

The author states in the Iskandax-nama that this is his first com-

position.

if. lb and 2a are elegantly ornamented and very beautifully

decorated.

f. 25b—26a blank.

It has been edited by N. Bland, London, 1844 and lithographed in

Cawnpore, 1869.

XL ff. 26b-73a. * ^y^'"^ v^
Layla wa Majnun.

The romantic loves of Layla and Majnun.

Consisting of more than 4,000 couplets.

Begins:— jU j^iS" ^y^ A'oU y ^ij ^ j\J>1 j^ ^jij^-ir'- /^ f^ S?«

In the prologue the poet says that after finishing his Khasru and

Shirin he was requested by Shirwan Shah to write a poem on the loves

of Lay]^ and Majnun, and so he composed this poem within four months

in A. H 584.

It has been edited at Lucknow in A. D, 1870 and translated into

English by J. Atkinson in 1836.

ff. 73b and 75a are blank.

fi.. 26b—27a are very beautifully decorated.

III. n. 75b—141a. 4^ ^ijy^ J ?j-^^

Khusru wa Shirin.

A poem on the loves of Khusru and Shirin, composed in 576 A. II.

and dedicated to Sultdn fugral.
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Begins:— t/Ui» Jxa^ ^^ \^
^Ifej ^\£Ji Ji>y jO \c^y]^i.

F 75b and 76a are beautifully decorated and illuminated.

IV. ff. 141b—181a. * jXu ^a
Haft Paykar.

The seven stories told by the seven favourites of Kmg Bahram
Grur.

It was dedicated to Atabek Nuru'd-Dia Arsalan and composed in

A, H. 593, as we learn from the concluding lines f 180a.

Begins :

—

F. 1416 and 142a are elegantly decorated.

The Haft Paykar has been lithographed iu Bombay, 1849 A. D.

and in Lucknow A. H. 1290.

F 141b and 142a beautifully decorated.

5. ff. 182b 247a. *» 4>»^i )'y^^

Sikandar-nama.

The first part of Sikandar-ndma known as tfj^J^-* i^\\»y& or

iSjK i«ljj*>i^«- was comiposed in A.H. 597 and dedicated to Sultan

Nasratu'd Din whom the poet highly eulogizes in the prologue, (f. ISTa)

as well as in the epilogue, (f. 2456.).

Begins :

—

The work has been printed in Calcutta in 1810, trau&laifid by

H. Wilberforcc Glarko, London, 1881, and also lithographed at Bombay

and Lucknow.

ff. 181b and lH2a are beautifully decorated.

These five poems, bound together, are writLou iu one and the same

hand in a neat and beautiful Nasta'liq, within four gold ruled and

coloured columns. Spaces for headings are loft blank in many places.

The second part of the Sikaudar-ndma known as ^jj«-?.a^U ^j^sC

is wanting in Hie prcsfiii copy.

o 2
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No. CXXXVIII.
Size 81- X 51. 11 109. U. 20.

Makhzami'l-Asr^r and Kliusru-wa- Sliirm

.

U. lb—30b. Mahhzami'l-Asrd)\

Author: Nizami.

Begins as usual.

The preface, ff. lb and 2a, illuminated with gold and profusely

decorated.

f. 31b;—109a. Khiisru-tva-Shirin.

By the same author.

Begins as usual. The headings, in blue and gold letters, are

unfortunately faded in many places. These two valuable copies,

written in four columns, «re transcribed by Muhammad *Ali bin

Darwish *Ali in the city of Herat in A. H. 919.

No. OXXXIX.
Size7x3J ff. 187. 11.13.

Haft Paykar.

A. separate copy of Haft Paykar.

Author : Nizami.

Begins :

—

The colophon says that this copy was transcribed by the order of

Mr. Lumsden.

Scribe: Shah 'Azizu'llah Bukhari,

Dated the 3rd August 1812 A. D.

Written in a good Nasta'liq with occasional notes on the margin.

No. CXL.

SizeGx3 fE193 11.13.

The same.

Another copy of the Haft Paykar with scanty notes on the margin

written m a modern careless hand. Ordinary Indian Nasta'liq.

Not dated : apparently nineteenth century.
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No. CXLI.

Size 7x4. ff. 384. 11.21.

Masaawi-i-Ma'nawi

The well-known mystic poem, higlily esteemed by the Sufis,

relating to moral teachings and theological doctrines with copious

comments on texts from the Qur'an and the sayings of the Prophet

illustrated in the form of anecdotes.

As the author says :—

For other copies see Eieu, p. 584, Ethe, p. 511, Sprenger, page 489,

and Camb. U. Lib. Cat., p. 313,

Author: Mawlana Jalalu'd-Dln Muhammad Rumi (born in Balkh

in A. H. 604 (= A. D. 1207) and d. in Quniya A. H. 672 (=A. D-

1273).

was the greatest of the Sufi poets of Persia.

For life we refer to Kieu, p. 584, 585, and Ouseley, Notices

p. 112.

The poem was composed and finished between A. H. GGO— 672 and

is divided into six "books called daftars.

Each Daftar except the 1st begins with a short Persian or Arabic

preface in prose.

(0 B/c. I. f. lb—59b.
The prose preface to this book, mentioned in Ethe and ether cata-

logues, is wanting.

Begins;— oa^axj vj>j^Ha I^ji'^*. j^ s'x^^ c^Ka ^^^^ ls'j' j^*^-

&. 60a— 61a. Index of Bk. II.

ff. 61b and G2a. blank.

{ii) B/c. II. f . 62b. 1 13b.

Begins :

—

;J\ iiy^-^.'^ j»,l*'o
\j

if IMa— 117b. ludcx to.Bk. Ill

If. I18a. blank.
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(lii) Bk, IlL f. 118b—184a,

Begins :

—

f. 176a—183b. Spaces for headings left blank,

f. 189 should be followed by f. 187.

{iv) Bk. IV. f. 188b-242a.

Begins :

—

f . 235b. Space for heading is left blank.

f. 242b-243a, 'Blank.

t 243b-'245b. Index to Vol. V.

(v) Bk. V. f. 246b—310b.

Begins :

—

f. 311a. Blank.

f. 311b—313a. Index to Bk. VI.

f. 313b. Blank.

{vi) Bk. VI. f 314a—384b.

Begins :

—

i)| ^5^ii* fj^ ^l*«J j\ ^»»\^ >>1*^

f. 383b—381b. A poem of 53 lines in the same metre as the

Masnawi, has been added by the author's son :

Begins thus :—

The work is printed in Bombay in A. H. 1262, 1266, 1273, 1280 and

1294 ; in Luckuow A. H. l'<!82, in Tabriz 1264, in Constantinople, 1289,
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and the first Book was translated into English by J. W. Redhouse,

London, 1881.

Scribe: Munshi Tikchand Panipati. Dated 1194 A.H. Nasta'liq.

No. CXLII.

Size 7x34 ff. 311. 11.19.

The same.

The first three Books of magnawi-i-ma'nawi.

ff. lb—128a. Bk.I.

This first book begins with the Arabic preface agreeing with Ethe,

column 511, and other catalogues.

Begins :

—

ff. I28b—239b. Bkll.

Begins as usual with the preface.

Colophon: Copied by 'Abdul Wasi' ibn 'Abdul Majd al-Husayni,

dated the 5th Diqa'd 1079 A. H.

f. 240a. Blank.

f. 241a-311b. Bk. III.

The contents run from the central column to the margin.

Begins as usual with the preface.

On ff. 243b, 244b and 245b the marginal column runs from the

bottom to the top.

Copious explanatory notes on margins ; Spaces left blank through-

out for headings.

Scribe : The same, dated 1079 A. H. Nim Shikasta.

No. CXLIII.

Size 5^x23. 8| x 5. ff. 120. Centre column of 13 lines, marginal

column 33 lines.

(julistau and Bustdn.

The most popular works of Shykh Maalihu'd-Din f^a'di Shirdzi

«!?jl^ »/>«-. ^^^>Ji 4^Aj >x4 (born A. II. 585= A. D. 1189, died A. II.

09U= A. D. 1291)
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1. ^i) Centre column —Oulis!dii.

Begins: ^^^^1 *s^'.j> w-a.^ (Ji-i^lt if
\ J^^y ^_5io>i. yo^^S^a

For other copies see Eieu, p. 515 ; Ethe, col. 525, and Sprenger

p. 546.

• Edited by Sprenger, Cal. 1851, Platts, Lond. 1874, and translated

into English, French, and German.

2, iii) Marginal column.

—

Biiatdn.

• Begins: cr?.;^'^ cJ^j ;! c;*"* (^'i^<^ e^yT ^J^<^ ^''^^W f^
f. 115—118 are bound inversely. Printed in Calcutta 1810 and

1829 as well as in Lahore, Cawnpore and Tabriz; and translated into

French, English and German. Datea 1212 A. H. good Nasta'liq.

No. CXLiy.

Size 53 X 3|. Centre columns of 16 lines ; marginal columns of

24 lines, ff. 334.

Diwan-i-Jami. I, II and III.

The well known Diwan of Nuru'd-Din 'Abdu'r-Rahman Jami

^xl^ v:;*^yi>^' cT-i-^-'O^^ commonly called the last of the classical

poets of Persia (b. in Jam A. H. 817= A. D. 1414, and d. in Herat

A. H. 898= A. D. 1492).

For bibliography see Rieu, p. 17 and 643, and Ouseley, Notices,

p. 131.

For other copies of the Diwan consult Eieu, p. 643, Ethe., p. 608,

Sprenger, p. 4.47, Camb. U. Lib.Cat. p. 354.

(i) Two centre columns.

1. ff. lb-63a.

* J;l d'y^

Diwdn-i-Aicwah, Part I.

This is the first part of the first Diwan containing moral and

religious poems and Qasidas in praise of God, the Prophet and * AH,

not in alphabetical order.
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Begins: (»?.y iD\j^ j^ is^'o *£--.*
r^^^' 0*"^)^ A^iy~<

After this follows a long prose preface.

f. 5a. The author gives the date of composition in the following

line of a chronogrammatical quatrain, j^^ *J|«i-^i olvJ o*-^ ls^j y.

which is obtained by putting a dot on the first letter of the word o<>-»,

i.e., o>wi =A. H. 884.

The Qasidas open thus:

—

2. ff. 63b—334a.

Biwdn-i-Awwol, Part II,

Containing Ghazals in alphabetical order.

Begins: \^ \y ^•^^ ij^''^ j\ja ]d^. i>iU Js" ^_^i (^JUa>|o,j ^^«t>

India Off. Lib. Cat. p. 36, says that this part contains five

Ghazals not in alphabetical order, but they are wanting in this copy.

f. 316b—334a. Qita'at and Ruba'yyiat.

(ii) Marginal column.

3. ff. lb—204a.

Diwan-i-8ani.

Begins: (i;^^' (^^^3|>**. ^jU\ » ^^^a.J ^J*»,J\ aJJi *_«j

Here is a short prose preface followed by some Qasidas not in

alphabetical order.

f. 2b. The author says that he began to perform this task at tho

age of about seventy years.

f . 28a. Beginning of Gazals in alphabetical order.

f. 30a Hero is a beautiful c/^*^ on tho first gazal of Hafi?.

l^Jj 0%^ ^ - t^'-^ 0_j^ O'&U ol»J wj'jw

f. 202b—201a sU*^

This portion is dated 2/3th Rabi'al-Awwal A. U. 1)71.

4 ff. 204b- 328a.
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Biuan-i-Sdlis. i

- • .
I i

Begins: (*i>»>*j"«»j v^i^-jjJ lia;^ <>*^t ^^aJl y;*^y I &JLIu««j

After this a very short prose preface is followed by several Qasidas

without alphabetical order.

f. 205^-. The poet sayi that he began to compose this in A. H.
898, that is, just two years, before his death.

f. 317a. Gazals in alphabetical order.

f. Qit'at and Ruba'iyyat.

This well known work has been repeatedly printed and lithographed,

and some of the select poems have been translated into Grerman

by V. Von Rosenzweig, Vienna, 1840, by M. Wickerhauser, Leipzig,

1855, and Vienna, 18-5S, and by many others. See Rieu p. 643b.

The writings of .the marginal column are omitted and also

faded in many places but supplied by a modern rough hand.

The top of the preface of each portion is fairly decorated.

Dated A. H. 971. Written in a good minute Nasta'lTq within gold

ruled borders

No. CXLV.

Size5ix2|. fi 186. 11, 12.

Timur-nama.

A poetical history of the life and conquests of Timur, the great

Tatar, in imitation of Nizami's Iskandar-nama.

Author : 'Abdu'llah Hatifi (d. A. H. 927, A. D. 1520, or 1521)

.«jlA AlJi-iX* the nephew of Jami.

For other copies see Rieu, p. G53, Ethe,, p. 646, Sprenger 422,

Camb. U. Lib. Cat. p. 363.
^

Begins: ^jK t^ j' *^ ^^ *^ i>}i:* ^j^ /* *^ <^^'*^ C^^^

The Timur-n^ma is also called ^^^t j^ie seeB.a.}. Khal. IV, page

176.
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Mark these two lines of the text regarding its title,

f. I.^4b. 11, 8 and 10.

i^Uid, ^iAas'^j .4.J ^y^- I/O '*'^^^;^ c^^j-^ lyl
'^^'^^

ipji ^j* (•"^'Ij i^U^B ^3^i ^j i*A5
^^\J^

^^J^ _^

The poet mentions here his three previous poems, Layla wa-majnun,

Shirm-wa-Khusi'u and Haft-manzar, and contrasts between the fictitious

story f f Nizami's Alexander and his authenticated history of

Timur, the materials of which he has, as he says, gathered from official

records and other reliable sources,

f. 35a. A space for heading is left blank-

One or two folios missing at the end.

The work has been lithographed at Lucknow in 1869, with the title

of ^Ia l«lj ytfi

Not dated. Apparently beginning of the 18th century.

Written in a fair minute Nasta'liq.

No. CXLVI.

Size6A>2i ff 41. 11 11.

Diwan-i-Sahmi.

An incomplete copy of Sahmi Bukhari's Diwan con'.;;iuiiig Qasidag

in praise of the nobles of Akber's Court and Gazals without alpha-

betical order

(d. bet. A. H. 973-980).

The poet derives his poetical name from the profession of his father

who was a manufacturer of arrow.

Begins: '^y y >-^^^ ^a ^y ,£^•=1 ^j.^, i.^^, y ^^a, j| »j..i ^j

A copy of this is also nu ntioned liy Sprengor, p. 553.

The prr sent MS. breaks off with the verso

^is}j ^yUl^
^ ^^ ^1 , AlkyA ,

AJ|_5
^\^^ ^jm ^_^|

y" i^/ y»j ^^-^ ^^*
Spaces for headings are throughout left blank.

18th century. "Written in a good Nasta'liq.
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DICTIONARY.

No. CXLYII.

Size7ix4i. ff. 409. U. 17.

Sharaf-nama-i-Ahmad Muuiri.

A Persian Dictionary complied A. H. 862—879.

Author : Ibrahim Qiwam Faruqi ^j'sj^ f \y fii^WA

For other copies see Eieu, p. 492, and Ethe., Col. 1,005.

Begins: sz>.^a ^S"
\j

i^li .ftjUL** ^s^^\ &i ^^a ^ \sl^ Ai^

The author has given the above title to the book in honour of his

spiritual saint ^aykh Sharafu'd-Din Yahja Muniri.

The pronunciation of words is fully explained and their meaning

illustrated by quotations of well-known poets. The work is divided

into several Babs or Chapters, each of which is subdivided into

Fasls or Sections, and the words are arranged according to the first and

last letters, Turkish words are explained in Persian at the end of each

Fasl.

The work is also known as ^.^^'^i ^-^li';-- or ij*^\^'.\ ^UJ
The words explained are in red and there are many marginal notes.

Not dated, apparently 17th century. Written in a fair Nastaliq

on thick papers.

No. CXLVIII.

Size 9x4. ff. 232. 11 24.

The same.

A defective and incomplete copy of the above work. Some five or

six folios are missing in the beginning and the copy breaks off in11*1 *^^

the middle of kJl J*^ j |»^*'l v^^ with the word i^'^ It is very

much damaged and some two or three lines at the top of almost

every folio are pasted over.

Not dated. Sirca 1800. Nasta'liq.
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No. CXLIX.

Size 8x41. ff. 448. U. 15.

Muwayyidu'l-Fudala

.

A dictionary of Arabic and Persian words explained in Persian

with explanations of the poetical phrases used by the ancient poets.

For other copies ^ee Eieu, p. 494, Ethe, col. 1006, Camb. U. Lib.

Cat p 227.

Author: Muhammad Ibn Lad ^^ yj\\
•*-*«'"

Begins :— i; ^Mt tj^^^ ^ ^^'^ ji>ii^ ^'° syHu -J(<>*>^ »,»iy« ^y^ls-^

On f. 2a the author enumerates a series of works on which his com-

pilation is based. The text is divided into several books, subdivided into

sections, and Arabic, Persian and Turkish words are explained at the

end of each section. The words are arranged according to the first

and last letters. The date of its composition as given by Blochman

1. c. p. 9 is A. H. 925.

ff. 1-28. These are coloured folioe, subsequently replaced in a later

hand. The words explained are in red.

11. 20.

Written in a fair Nasta'liq.

No. OLI.

Size 9 X G. ff. 2GG. 11. 23.

Madaru'l-Afddil.

A dictionary of Arabic, Persian and Turkisli words explained in

PersiHU and illustrated by copious quotations of known poets, composed

in A. 11. 1001.

No. CL.

Size 7x4. ff 384.

The same,

Begins as usual.

Not dated . Circa 1800.
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Author: Ilahddd Fayd{ bin Asadu'l 'Ulama 'Ali Shir Sarhimdi

For bibliography consult Rieu, p. 496, Ethe. col. 1008.

Begins :— ^^\/o ^^»^ _j j.1^ ^^Aj, ^a j^ «i*^i^f^ tyljj j,^ y «lj ^|

The words are arranged accor'lins to the initial and final letters

with proper abbreviations for Arabic, Persian and Turkish.

The chronogram j.^ u^is* = A H. 1001 giving the date of

composition, mentioned by Eth^, is not found in the present copy.

f. lb—98b. Written in a good minute Nasta'liq.

f. 99r?—266^. "Written in a careless ta'li'q.

The words explained are over lined with red.

Datod the 7th Safar, A. H 1226.

No. CLIJ.

Size 6i X ^. &. 367 11. 15.

Mustalibatu'sh-Shu'ara.

A poetical glossary, in usual alphabetical arrangement, containing

the explanations of words, phrases and metaphors used by the modern

poets of Persia illustrated by quotations of well-known poets composed

in 1180 A. H.

Author : Warasta, known as Siyalkoti mal.

For other copies see Rieu, p 502.

Begins :

—

^^x»y Jr^-a ^^)\ ^h^^^ U^*"^=^ J^ <^^^ ^''i^'^ > ^'^J^^ '«?.;?'° AJi/j^-i

In the introduction the author says that finding no dictionary

sufficiently explaining the poetical phrases he determined to write one,

and after labouring for fifteen years he began to compile the above

work and gave it the title of i^AJio^^-^ **'* which is a chronogram for

A.H. 1180.
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f. 2a 1. 4. ^>ilJ
^)f^

^ij'J ^fi>* *>' i^«AJ|oU-l-^'^*^
\j

Axli ^j.i_j

after this the author enumerates a series of authorities he has referred to

in his book by abbreviations.

The author's beautiful anthology »-Wjl^jj ^^ is mentioned by

Sprenger, p. 146.

The leaves of the manuscript are badly disordered. .

The folios of the latter portion will run thus :

—

fi. 270, 276, 272—345, 347, 346, 348, 349, 351, 355,352,353

354, 357, 359, 3n0, 361, 363—367.

Soroe leaves at the end are no doubt missing. Not dated

Apparently the latter part of the 17th century. Fair Nasta'liq.

No. Liir.

Size7x3t fiF. 254. 11 19.

Taju'l-Masadir

A Persian dictionary of Arabic infinitives, explained in Persian.

See Etlic, col. 1635; India, off. Lib. Cat. p. 236.

Author : Abu Ja'far Ahmad bin 'Ali-al-Bayhaqi

u^^j^Ji^I^ e;j ^^1 f*^ji\ (d. AH. 544.)

For life see Riou above page.

Begins:— uf.y''^^' '^^ CjH 1'^=^ eri*'l^«^lv; *^-' '^^''i

The words are arranged in usual alphjibelicul order, and the

different forms of verbs are fully enumerated on f. 2a.

f . lb. Is a repetition of the preface,

f. 2. Index of the divisions of chapters,

if. 1 & 2 written in different rough hunds.

The colophon is dated 105, a mistake for A. 11. 1165.

Scribe: 'Abdul Hay. Fair Nnsfa']i(|.
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No. CLIV.

Size 6| X 3. £E. 431. 11 21.

Kanzu'l-Lugat.

An Arabic-Persian dictionary in which the most important and
difficult words Qf the Qiir'an and the Hadis are fully explained in

Persian.

Author : Mahammad bin 'Abdu'l Khaliq bin Ma'r6f.

For particulars and other copies see Rieu, p. 507; Ethe, col. 991,

Ind. of Lib. Cat. p. 240 ; Haj-khal, v. p. 256.

Begins •—
j,liXjjj t^ii>A. i^v»A. li^a. b ^^i ji j»i^A)^A ^^ j^'ij^ c;T (j/^^^jA cfi'^^Jl

^'l »(fjUjlAJ (jZiJS^ ^ o,^a. o^ j^i.^ ji\)A

Eieu and Ind. of Lib. Cat. omit the above verse altogether, and

Ethe quotes it in the form of mere ordinary prose by omitting one or

two words.

In the introduction the author says that he has based his work on

some of the most important lexicons, such as Mujmil, Masadir,

Lugatu'l-Uur'an, Qamfis, &c., and composed it during the reign of

Karagiya Sultan Muhammad (A. H. 851—883) to whom it is dedicated. •

The words explained are arranged according to the first and last

letters and written in red.

Lithographed in Persia, A. H. 1283.

Not dated ; latter part of the 17th century.

Written in a fair Nasta'liq within coloured borders.

No. CLV.

Size 64 X 4. ff 316.

The same.

Another copy of the Kanzu'l-Lugat.

Begins as in E-ieu and India of Lib. Cat. :—

i-Ji ^*K>-^ oy^-a- »'^jtj c^j^U-rt ) ^ ^ ^A' ot^ j^V^
J^^J'^

ff 73—83, 115-116, 315 and 316 are probably torn away and new

folios replaced in a modern fair Nasta'liq. •
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f. 127—316. Spaces for the headings of chapters are left blank.

Not dated, Sirca 1700. Written in a fair small Naskh.

No. CLYI.

Size7i X 4f. fP. 263 11.25.

*

Muntakhabu'1-Lugat-i-Shahjahani.

A dictionary of Arabic words commonly used in Persian composed

in A. H. 1046 and dedicated to the Emperor Shah Jahan.

For other copies see Rieu, p. 510, Ethe col. 992 and Camb. U. Lib-

Cat, p, 242.

Author : *Abdu'r-Ras^id-al-Hasayni-al-Madani-at-tatawi.

ij/i^'^h ^>*-^\ t?*^^^' •^^i*^" (d. after A. H. 1069).

Begins.

—

In the introduction the author after highly eulogizing the Emperor

Shah Jahan says that his work is mostly based on the Qamfis, the

Sihah, and Surah, f . 5b. The dictionary itself begins on f. 6b with the

word ^\^V

The words are arranged according to the initial and final letters.

The chronogram mentioned in Rieu and Eth^ is not found in this copy.

Copious annotations on the margin . Not dated ; latter part of the

17th century. Written in rough Nasta'iiq .within coloured borders.

The MS. is much damaged.

No. CLVII.

Size 10 X 5i. ff. 265. 11. 23.

Qdb6s.

A Persian translation of Al-Qamfis, the well-known Arabic lexicon

of Majdu'd-Diu AbO tahir-al-Ffrrizubadi who died in A. U. 817.

A. D. 1414. Complete in four volumes.

Translator: Muhammad Sablbu'lldh *^\ ^*V^ •^*-*
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For particulars and other copies see Rieu p. 511, and Etbe col. 993,

1. Vol. I. Begins ;

—

J1
f^**»| U^ /if^"^ *^ i^-^^' J f*^^^ o^*^^ U*3;*~ ty^^'jj-f (J*''^'^^^^ ^ '^*^

Cl.y«b^) £^aIjL o'-A'tf

In the preface the translator gives a detail account of Firuzabddi,

and states that he has compiled his work on the basis of the Surdh

Kanzul-Lugat, Muntakhabu'l-Lugat, and explains, in the form of* ques-

tions and answers, some of the most complicated points like the author

of the Qamfis. On f . 6b, 1. 7, the translator says that he finished this

work in 1147 A. H.

but the versified chronogram gives a later date.

^Jli. ^1 ouft^j ^^j ^o^^^J »^ '^j^ ^ii iiji J^*«^+» J ^i^J =1149 A. H.

The book is divided as usual into Babs (chapters) and Fasls (sections)

and the words are arranged according to the system invented by the

author of Sihah.

The dictionary itself begins on f. 19b with the word ^'^fji and

breaks off in the beginning of »>*v^ I
cA-^* Ji<^i v^'*. with the word ^^-^

I

No. CLVIII.

2. Size 10 X 5i. ff. 365, 11. 23.

Vol. II. of the above.

This volume is the continuation of the above first opening with

i,y*i^\ J"^> iJ\yh >-:>^i wit!i the word >'.i and breaks off in the end of

>UJl J./£> ^L^J| v_,b with the word (^^y^

f. lb has been lately supplied in a rough hand,

f . 32b and 66a. Blank.

No. CLVIX.

3. Sizel0x5i. ff. 264. 11.23.

Vol. Ill of the same.

Opens with <-ftJ^i v-*-*^* i^h v^- "^ith the word u^il and breaks off

in the end of ^^i^l J"**-* ^^ with the word ^i^^i,

f. 66b.-67a blank.
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f. 74b contains only three lines, and spaces are left blank without
any gap in the text.

No. CLX.

4. SizelOixSi. ff. 351. 11.23.

Yol. IV of the same.

The fourth and the last volume of the above Qabus opens in the

end of *yi ^J-*^' sJ^'^\ v^* with the word o^^i and ends with

»lfji J«a» >IJ| w^ detached letters are explained at the conclusion of

the book.

These four volumes are written by one and the same hand in a

fair and sometimes in a rough ta'iiq. The words explained are written

in red and noted on margins in bold Naskh. Not dated, apparently

18th century.

Rieu says that an earlier translation of the Qamus into Persian, by

'Abdur RalimAn biu Husayn_in A. H. 1027, is mentioned in Stewart's

catalogue p. 134.

No. CLXI.

Size 8x41. ff. 156. 1125.

Tajul-Asdmi.

An Arabic-Persian lexicon. The name of the authour is not

mentioned in the text, but Ethe (col. 979) say^ that in Fraser's hand-list

the work has been ascribed, without aoy authority, to Zamakhshari.

The words are arranged according to the initial and the last letter, that

is the first letter of a word contributing the Bab. and the last, the Faal.

On the fly-leaf a seal of W4jid 'Ali Shah, late ^.r-king of Oudh,

contains the following couplet,

^liit 5_^/ ^5 1^"^ jy ;?. ) '^'^^ ^^^j-- r^^' <i}^^ ^^' <^^\)
f'>^^

The text begins thus :

—

ij| T-^-^*^!
»U«V|^ ti^'*)^'C^*^ ,>^*x**|AiJ ^ar'i

Scribe : Shaykh B/iyazld.

Not dated, apparently lOtli century. Written in a fair Nasta'liq

with incidental notes on margins. The words explained are written

in Naekh.

H 2
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TALES.

No. OLXII.

• Size 7i X 4. ff. 359. 11. 15.

Tuti-Namah.

The tales of a parrot.

Composed iu A. H. 730.

Author: Dijd-i-Bakhshl ^5"^^ t5^i-* (d. A. H. 751).

Begins:— ^^'»
J» c*^>Jli5i3j cy^^^ ci^^^-*-

For full particulars of the book see Rieu, p. 763, Ethe, col. 424.

Two other versions by Abu'l Fadl and Muhammad Qadir are mentioned

by Ethe. The work has been repeatedly printed and translated into

several langaages. The following concluding line gives the date of

its composition :

—

f. 192. blank and ff. 272-278 are bound inverse.

Not dated : 17th Century. Written in a perfectly legible Indian

ta'Uq.

No. CLXIII.

Size 6|x3i. ff. 286. 11. 15.

( c/a5U ) |^)b jL«

A Persian version of Kalila and Damna based on the translation

of gusayn Wd'z.

Author : Abu'l Fadl bin Mubdrak, the author of Akbarnama, who

was killed in A. H. 996.

Begins:— ^l ^^i/ ^ e^iy ^ i;i'^Jji«^^ "^^i d Jjl cr^

The work is divided into 16 chapters: for particulars see Rieu,

p. 756, and Ethe, col. 420. After f. 285b many folios containing

the Chapters. XIII—XVI are missing.

Scribe : Kunwal Kishan. Siroa 1800. Rough Nim Shikasta.
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No. CLXIV.

Size 7x4i. fi. 55. U. 18.

Qissatu'l-Jawdhir.

A story. The name of the anther is not mentioned in the text,

and the title of the book is taken from the concluding line.

Begins :
—

^( c>^i^ ^-^A J>
^^ c;^-"<* ^^' '^^^

y /'' ^^'^'
^ /^' ^^'^!^ ^'

The story runs thus :
—

In the time of Shaykh San'dn of Bagdad, Adar Shah, the king of

Abi?, having no issue from his first wife ZuMla, a sorceress, married

Saman Eukh, a maid of rare beauty, the daughter of an eastern king.

Zulala conceiving however a bitter hatred against the new queen, took

mischevlous steps to destory her happiness, and at last contrived to

render Samanrukh senseless by making her drick a magio potion

Azar Shah was given'to understand that Saman Rnkh could be restored

to her senses only by the help of Shaikh San'au. After great

entreaties the holy Shaykh came to the king and advised him to" ask

help from Dana Dil and Rawshan Damir, two desciples of bis own.

These men offered to cure the queen simply by narrating to her two

stories. So each of them related a story to Saman Rukh and the

miraculous effect was that she was restored to her senses and there was

happiness all around.

The Ms. contains beautiful painted illustrations throughout,

and the top at the preface is fairly decorated. Written in a good

Nasta'liq with gold ruled borders. Not dated. Sirca 1700.

LETTERS.

No. CLXV.

Size5J> 3. ff. 291 11. 13.

« J-^aJLj1 ^UJI «j jyi(^ L^"*^^ Ci'-^^"

Makatibat-i-'Alldmi, known as Insha-i-Abu'l Fadl.

The well known collection of the letters of Akber's great minister

Abu'l Farll who was assasinated in A. II. 1011, collected and compiled
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by 'Abdu's-Saraad Afdal Muhammad ^«'* J-*aJ>{ :^^\^xp the nephew

(sister's son) of Abu'l Fadl in A. H 1015.

Compare Hieu, p. 396, Ethe, col. 841, Ind. Off. Lib. Oat, p. 276.

The compiler says in the beginning that shortly a£ter the death of

Abu'l Fadl he began to collect his letters, which he finished in

A. H. 1015. The title ^'"^l* ,«,IajKa. is the chronogram for the date of

its composition. The entire collection is divided into three books

called daftars or Qisms of which the last one is wanting in the present

copy : they are as follows :
-—

1. Letters written in the name of Akbar.

2. Letters written by Abu'l Fadl to Akbar and to the nobles.

3. Miscellaneous letters and selected pieces of prose writing.

A folio or two wanting at the beginning and the Ms. abruptly opens

thus :

—

c>.xi\:>jf i,^^ ^\^ J-i(=i' JUa. h\^j^,
\j

^y^i y^ijK/o jjL,*

f . 1 1 lb. Book II begins thus

:

The MS. ends with the sentence :
"

^s'°^' c^-h^ f^^-^y'-^
3^*'l

"

The work has been repeatedly printed in the East. Not dated,

apparently the beginning of 18th Oentury. Written in a fair Nasta'liq

with occasional interlinear glosses and marginal notes in English and

Persian in a modern hand.

ASTEONOMY.

No. CLXVI.

Size 7fx4|. ff. 156. 11. 21.

Zij-i-Ulug-Beg.

The second or the revised edition of the astronomical and chrono-

logical tables of Mirza Ulug Beg.

Author: Sultan Ulug Beg bin Shahrukh bin Timtir Glirgan

J€jy^ ^^^ vf''- t;*^ '^' *^- i'' c^^^-*"* killed by his own son 'Abdu'l

Latif in A. H. 853=A. D. 1449.

Begins :

—
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This edition, better known as i^^^- '>J^'^ ^ij revised by the

Sultan himself, was completed in A. H. 816 with the help of Salahu'd-

Di'n Musa, called Qadi Zada-i-E.umi and Giyasu'd-Din Jamshidi.

The latter died very shortly and his place was taken by 'Alau'd-Din

Qawshji who died in. A. H. 879. The original edition known as

JL5L.L j^^ -was made by the above named Jamshid bin Mas'ud. For

full particulars of the work see Eieu p. 456, Ethe col. 927. The

work is divided into 4 Maqalas see Ethe, col. 927.

Maqala I. f . 16 96

„ II. f. 22a dla
\ rpj^^

^j^.^^ maqala is put before the II.

„ III. f. 106 22a i

„ lY. f. 124 1266 '

ff. 316, 32a, 826, 83a, 127fl. Blank, ff. 127fl.l56a. Tables.

In many place spaces for tables are left blank. Not dated, Sirca

1700. Good Nasta'liq. The work has been repeatedly edited and

translated into French, &c. See Ethe.

No. CLXVII.

Size7x3i ff.- 218. II. 21-23.

The same."

An incoraplete copy of the above work containing the first three

maqalas only. Begins as above. Fair Naskh. Copious notes on

margins. Not dated : Sirca 1700.

If. 3-7. An Arabic treatise on astronomy by 'Abdu'l Jalil-al-

Harisi, dedicated to 'Indyatkhan bin Amh* Abu'l-Hasan, divided

into two maqalas and Khatima. Written in small Nasta'liq, dated

A. H. 1074.

MEDICINE.

No. CLXVIir.

Size 10x7 if. 412. 11. 17.

Qar4badIn-i-Qddirf.

A book on compound medicaments.

Author: Muhammad Akbar called Muhammad Arz^ni bin Mfr

Hdji Muqim pi^ lT?'^-*' ji'^ u- wi^'i)'
^j:'* &\ ^^f" j^\ o^^-*

(d. A. H. 1134).
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Composed in A. H. 1126. •

I—

Begins:— i^y ^ft'^i e>^**=»^ ^\klm^ ^J^^ c^^^i^^ *^ {j^

In the introduction the author after enumerating his several

previous works on medicine says that he began to write this at the

request of some venerable personage and entitled it after the name of

his spiritual guide, the celebrated Saint Sayyad 'Abdu'l Qddir Jilanl.

The book is divided into twenty-three Babs or chapters, and not in

twenty-two as noted on f. 2a, 11. 3 and in each B^b the medical prepara-

tions are alphabetically arranged.

At the end the colophon says that the Ms. was copied by

Fadl-i-Masih by the order of his grandfather, wLo was requested by

Daud Sdhib Shahbaz Armani on the 12th December A. D. 1811,

in Lucknow.

Written in a fair Indian Ta'liq.

GEAMMAE.

No. CLXIX.

Size6x|. £E. 102. ^ 11. 13.

Tashrih-al-Huruf.

A treatise on Persian Gi'ammar containing a full explanation of all

the parts of speech and the various forms of conjugation with the

meanings of the detached letters and their permutation. Com^iosed in

A. H. 1173. Author: Mir Husayn Diisfc Sambhali ibn Mir Abu

Talib. v^''^ y.lji* cr^t
^_^^ix^ t£*4«ji ca^*-^ jh'°

Begins:—

In the preface the author tells us that after receiving his education

from Shaykh Fadlu'lla in Shah Jahan Abad he went to Barelly where

he compiled this book at the request of some friends in A. H. 1173,

which date is obtained from the following line :

—

^d i:[Li ^IjJ ^ c^-'i j^l-i ^^j^^ the words ^il'i Aj^'' = A. H. 1173

Not dated: Sirca 1800. Fair Nasta'liq.
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TRANSLATION FEOM SANSKEIT.

No. CLXX.

Size 8x4. ff. 354. 11. 17.

Bhagwat Gita.

A Persian translation of Bhagwat Gita evidently identical with that

in Jone's Collection in India Office Libvary, No. LXXIII, page 67.

This MS. is divided into twelve chapters, and the beginning of

volume second of the above catalogue is identical with the beginning of

Chapter X of this copy. Two other versions, ascribed to Abu'l Fadl,

are described in Eieu, p. 59. For other versions see Ethe,

eol. 814.

Begins:

—

Ci}^j( lO^i i^p J^ir
J] ]j [^Aji ^il^li ;y^^ Ai" oJlaS

\J
ii>jfl^i

J_)\

The present Ms. contains beautiful painted illustrations, see ff. 23,

144«, 167a and 1966, and au index is added at the beginning.

At the end of most of the chapters the words " compared with the

original " are mentioned.

Scribe :—Mansukh Rai.

The colophon says that the MS. was copied by the order of

Mumtaza'l MulkFakhru'd Dawla^^ (?) Sbdn Sahib BahddurTahawwur'

Jang on the 16th Jamadi-al-Awwal A. H. 1213 at Shah Jahan Abdd.

"Written in a very neat and beautiful Nasta'liq. The chapters are

written in red.

TRANSLATIONS FROM ENGLISH.

Size 8x6. 11. 17^20.

Persian translations from the Mathematical course of Charlea

Button.

Translator:— 'Abdu'r Ptalum Gurakhpuri, otherwise called 'Abdur

Ilahirn Dahriyya, who called himsell: 'Abdu.

LSj^i'.^^^^ (•^a^yuv* For his life and other particulars wo may

refer to his autobiography mentioned in the next MS. His famous

work ' Kdrn6ma-i ^aydaii,' an account of Haydar *Al( and Tip6
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Sultan has been pulDlished in Calcutta in 1848, The author is quite

modern and died in Calcutta.

The translations are in five small volumes, of which the first is

wanting. Bach volume begins with a preface of the Translator.

No. CLXXI.

Vol. II. ff. 93.

Containing the^ translation of Algebra, including Definitions and

Notation, Addition, Division, Fraction, Involution, Evolution, Surds,

Arithmetical Proportion and Progression, Infinite Series and their

Summation, Equations (up to higher equations). Simple and Compound

Interests and Annuities.

Begins :

—

The preface is dated October^ 1825.

No. CLXXII.

Vol. III. &. 86.

Translation from Geometry, including Definitions Axioms,

Theorems, Ratio and Proportion, and Application of Algebra to

Geometry. ^
Begins:— *« ^^ u* ol^illi'^i ^a\ j, ^^\ &,s jjj^^f ^^^b^

Dated June 1825.

No. CLXXIII.

Vol. IV. ff. 151.

Containing translation from Plane Trigonometry.

Besins:

—

^^t i/j^"* ^yhj^ «i^i^^ ^yo\ f ^i\ *^ ^^'^ii ^--jIj crj.1

Dated April 1826. ff. 130—151.

Tables containing the Logarithms of the number from 1—1000,
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No. CLXXIV.

Vol. y. fE. 87.

Translation from volume II of the above named work containing

Physios and Mechanics.

Begins :

—

^^1... t'^ j^'^. t^** c^'^
u«H jl &S ^^l^- 8^T ^»«jL) e/il

Dated September 1826.

All these copies, without any definite title, are believed to be in

the author's own band-writing.

MIXED COJNTENTS.

No. CLXXV.

-Size7|x5|. fi. 81. IL 18.

Shigarf-Bayan.

Author : 'Abdur Eahim Gurakh P<ari, otherwise known as 'Abdu'r

Rahim Dahriyya, who called himself 'Abdu.

* t5;^v^y' |^'=^;^''^V* (see above number).

Contents :

—

&i — 2'ib.—History of the genisis and evolution of the human
race.

Begins :

—

ff 286

—

o2(i. The autobiography of the author. Containing his

birth, education and his travels through Afghanistan with Messrs.

Elpheniston and Fraser, and his stay at Calcutta and other places in

India.

£E 32rt—33i. Gazals and Qasldas.

ff 34rt—37a. An essay on generosity and honesty f. 38 blank.

f. '60a. A letter addressed to Mr. Lumsden hy the author, where

he calls himself '"Abd(j."

f. 396. Blank.

if. iOa—586. An Arabic treatise on astronomy.
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ff. 69rt— 62J. Blank.

fF. 62a— 65a. A pamphlet in which the author explains in detail

five important reasons for translating, into Arabic and Persian, the

standard works on astronomy, geography and mathematics of English

and Continental authors.

£E. 656—686. Blank.

ff. 69^?—70a. Reasons for preferring the work of Simpson to that

of Naslru'd Din X^si on the elements of Euohd. (Arabic.)

fi 70b—72b. Blank.

^7Sa—8la. Some observations on the Pythagorian and Coperni-

can systems of astronomy (Arabic).

No. CLXXVI.

Size 7x31. ff 222. 11. 15.

(I.) ff. la—137a.—

(Humai-HumayAn).

The well known Masnawi poem on the love adventures of Humai,

a prince of Khawar and Huoiayun, a daughter of the Emperor of

China^ composed in A. H; 732.

Author:—Kamalu'd-Din Abu'l * Ata Muhammad bin 'All

poetically known as Khaja Kirmani. (d. 753 A. H.)

Vide Sprenger, p. 472. Rleu and Ethe (under the heading of

poetry). Begins:

The author gives the date of its composition in the following line

of the versified chronogram (see. f. 1366, L. 3.)

The word Ji>^ = 732 (A. H.)

f. 8 should be followed by f . 12 (the intermediate folios are the leaves

of the jj^'^ ^^*1 o^ia^ai'* mentioned below).

The MS. is dated thus :—

i.e. 1105, A.H.
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Scribe : *Ali Beg, son of gani Beg, fair Nasta'liq.

(2) ff l39b.U9b.

A poetical maaual on caligraphy, by Sultan 'Ali-al-Mashhadi

^^^Jl ^ ^[kU (d. A. H. 920).

Tho author after higbly praising the caligraphy of 'All bin Abd
Tdlib, lays down certain rules for the same. He further says in the

conclusion that he composed this small treatise at the age of eighty.

The date of demise of this celebrated caligraphher given by Rieu is

A. H. 919, but in the following concluding line we find that he was

alive till A. H. 920 :—

(3) fl 151-222.

The memoirs of Timur translated from a Turkish original by Abu

f^lib-al Husayni ^^^i-*^ I
^i^^y.\ and dedicated to Shah Jahan.

Begins:— ^'l «-»i;^ %1 ^ji*a.^K'. iS ]j J^U'^'^ ^h ^^

In the preface the author tells us that in the Library of Ja'far

King of Taman, he had found a Turkish book in which Amir Timur had

recorded an account of his life from his seventh to seventy-seventh

year, and that he translated it into Persian for the guidance of Kings.

The work has been translated into English by Major Charles

Stewart.

ff. 9-U should be placed after ff. 222.

Not dated. Apparently the latter part of the seventeenth century.

Written in a neat Nasta'liq.

No. CLXXVII.

Sizo7x3i fE. 157. II. 11-16.

1. ff. U-7Pj.

A Persian translation of Lubabul Akhbdr, a collection of 3adi3,

containing some 400 traditions of the Prophet. The work is divided

into forty chapters, each containing ten traditions.

Translator :—Muhammad Mahmud, iy*'^'* <>*'"
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Begins:— ^i\ ij ^_^\^^jk ^oji^j
C*^* ->

"^^^^ '^*^

The title of the book is not mentioned anywhere, but on the top of

the preface it is called "e/i-I*''A^|<Ji^ij **

Scribe: 'Umar Khan, dated Shawwdl A. H. 1147. Written in

different hands.

2. ff. 73-79.

* e^Jd*. j^
A Rersian translation of the forty traditions of the Prophet also

known as e;^t>' see Pertsch. Ber. Cat.

Begins:— <J| -^a*-^ >ly
e;.'°

(*-l*«^ Axic il)\J^ ^^xii]j\3

3. ff. 80a—i27b.

A Persian translation of a selection of Had is and texts of the

Qur'an by Bahau'd-Din Ibrahim Sirhindi <_5'>'i-4;-» *^ai^i1 ^^j ^^^o.'|>1^j

divided into 9 chapters.

Begins:— j^' *i»Jlj IJyc) c5<i'-'l *-^^'>**^1

Not dated. Beginning of 18th century. This and the above MS.S_

are written in one and the same rough hand.

4. ff. 128-149.

* ^il^h^^j

A small theological ' tract of the Hanafite School by Musi ibn

Muhammad Surwan Afgani t^ '*•*'
isiij);^-*

6*^'* ^^^1 ^'^j^

Begins:— ^^ ^*V ,ii^'
Sj^-l*^!^ Ai^y i>*sM

Not dated, Sirca 1800. Eough ta'liq.

5. ff 149«-15^&.

It is an incomplete treatise called Falnama (or interpretation of

dreams ) Written in a worse and careless hand.

No. CLXXVIII.

Size 61x31 ff 153. 11. 12-15.

1 ff. 1.6G^,

A Persian translation of some important points of *** (Muham-

madan law) relating particularly to the laws of marriage and divorce,

liberation oi' slaves, and transaction, with the opinions of the four
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Imams on every point -by Muhammad bin Lala Beg bin Imam Quli

Jalair y.^* ls^^ A*\ ^i »-^j &1^ cr^
^^"* dedicated to A.urangzeb.

Begins:— ,*LL«J
I

y^^iiijlj g.i5UJ|_5 ^4kll u^Ji aJJj.*s'i

Some folios missing at the end.

ff. 67 and 68^. Blank.

Not dated, Siroa 1800. Fair Nasta'liq.

2. f. eSh-76b. (Arabic.)

3. ff. 76a.-97b. * ^Ui^ ^^ ^k^^^j

An incomplete portion of the well known quartains of 'Umar

Khayyam not in alphabetical order.

Abu'l Fath 'Umar ibn Ibrahim-al-Khayyami,

the famous mathematician and astronomer (d. A. H. 517) See

Rieu, p. 546.

Begins:—
fd/ ij^ e/J J ^jh^^ ) u;U y. ^i>/ .i.s*^ !$Uf /] ^j^ ^^^b

The MS. is defective at the end, and it breaks off with the follow-

ing lines :

—

lyO .S.[m Ix .J>A«^ J (^l iij O-cT I* jA^f .i-i <J-*i Ljti J(j>Ij
J(

Not dated : 1800. Ptough Ntsla'liq.

4. £E. 98fl-l066

A small treatise bearing commentary on the word ijeJiSL>e that

is 'the making of silver' and its use.

The author, who does not mention his name, explains fully the

different meanings of the word by referring to several dictionaries, and

gives the opinions of Iindm Abu Hanifa and his two jiupils, Muham-
mad and Abu Yusuf and other authorities about using the same.

Begins:

—

o^^jj aJUj, ^ji jijis^ \\ ^^ o_^^i>c
^

j_jJ'<5| ^j'a A^J|,i.|

ff. 106i-107/>. Blank. Not dated, Sirca 1800. Itough ta'liq.

5. ff. l».7b-lllb.

A treatise, without title- and tho name of tlio author, containing

advices on the principles of Sufisra illustrated from flie quotations of

verses from Mawlana liiirni.
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Not dated, Siroa 1800. Fair Nasta'liq.

6. ff 112rt-127^'.

A fragment of MawMna Rami's Masnawl from the beginning

to d>-»lJ.^J \j Oj^ A^Jf tyt-i^ j^ J:^i*i

Not dated. Recent. Nasta'liq hand.

7. ff I28a'14:la. Varieties of Arabic and Persian verses of no

importance in different hands.

8. fi 1415-1536.

A pofm in Hindi language from a Panjabi poet whose poetical

name, he says, is Arshad <^j\ composed in A. H. 1170.

Begins :

—

Dated A. H. 1172. Fair Naskh.

No. CLXXIX.

Size5fx3. £E110. 11.13.

1. ff]-19.

An anonymous Persian treatise containing good advices to kino-s,

rdjas and chiefs, dedicated to Maharaja Bahadur Raj Ballam, the

author's benevolent master.

The author who calls himself Zayuu'd-DIn poetically named Rasdi

says in the preface that he belongs to the Imami sect.

Begins :—

Oi*J :> ^D^*^^'^ (i-l^^ ^j-^^' t^^S c/.yi li^^t^ ? y (
J c**Xa. ^aj

f. 20«. Blank. Not dated : 1800. Fair Nasta'liq.

2. ff 206-110&.

A Persian grammar entitled " c^ij^sii j^*l.> *> containing infinitives

with their Urdu meanings. Alphabetically arranged.

Begins:

—

The author, who gives his name as Sa'adatu'lldh, says in the preface

that he composed this grammar for his son Gulam Shams. The
meanings of detached alphabets are explained, illustrated by quotations

from known poets.

Dated A. H- 1216. Neat Nasta*liq.
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No. CLXXX.
Size8x3i tf 298. U. 19.

1. ff lb-bob.

An account of the ancient and modern sages and philisophers and

their sayings collected by Sayyad Sadr j^^ <i^ see Pertsch. Berl. Cat.

No. 71 and Rieu, p. 834 No. XIX.

Begins ;

—

ff 1-37. Contain an account of the ancient philosophers, and

fi 37-55 that of the modern philosophers.

The name of the author or the title of tlie book is not mentioned

in this or in any of the two following adjoined works which are com-

piled by the same author.

2. ff 566-232a.

A work on theology and Muhammadan Law illustrated by the

sayings of the Prophet and his associates.

Begins :

—

On f. 67rt the author says that the above previous work is a selec-

tion from ^^
f^.j^'^

or the history of the philosophers. After this he

begins the i^<iJ^ with ^^'' ^if-'^ and i^x^ ^i^i^ ff 2326 and 233a

black.

3. ff 234-298.

A treatise on ethics containing good advices to kings illustrated by

short anecdotes.

Begins :

—

Some folios are missing at the end.

Not dated. Apparently the latter part of the seventeenth century.

"Written in a fair Nasta'liq hand.

No. CLXXXI.
Size 7x4. fi7r>. 11.12.

Contents :

—

1. ff l-lOa.

A larger treatise on logic entitled RisAla-i-Kubra by Sayyad

Sharif Jurjdni i_-J^^;*> ^i)^ i>ir' ;^ (d. A. II. 816).

Other copies are also mentioned by llieu and Etbe.
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Begins :—

fE 19i, 20, 21 and 22a. Blank.

2. ff 22b.26b.

A smaller treatise on logic by the same author.

Begins :

—

ff 27 and 28. The contents of these folios are mere repetition of

those of ff la-da up to line 9.

ff 29 and 30 repetition of some readings of the next following

work, " Hiddyatu's-sarf."

ff 32i-34a. Blank.

3. ff 34&-75.

A Persian treatise on Arabic grammar containing definitions and

inflexions.

The name of the author is not mentioned anywhere, but it is said

in the beginning that he composed it for his son, Shay^ 'Abdul

Farah 'Abdu'l A'la.

Begins:— ASLL^ia. ^JJ' fll-J|j «ijI#aJ(^ ^^Ul|wj aUj-^I

f . 63i should be followed by f 65a.

f. 706 „ „ „ 64fl.

f . 646 „ ., „ 71fl.

All these are written in the same Nasta'liq hand.

Not dated : Sirca 1700.

No. CLXXXII.

Size6x2|. ff. 310. 11.13.

Ma'danu'l-Jawdhir.

A collection of tables composed in A. H. 1025, for Jahangfr by

Mulla Tarzi cfj/ ^ who died in A. H. 1025.
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Begins:

—

^\ ;>>- iyj|.^lt^ cAi»*» oV^ jy^v^

The work is divided into 17 chapters, for full account vide Ethe

col. 432, see also Rieu, 1038.

ff. 188^*-310fl.

A short account of Naw^b Du'lfiqdr Khan^s expedition against

Ma'sum Khan composed in A. H. 1068, during the reign of Aurangzeb

at the request of Mirza Muhammad fahir.

Begins :— <i^\y» ^^"oj^^J3ji "^^ ^^ :>
^^^' "^^^

Scribe: Muhammad Zaman (?), dated A. H, 1069. Eough

Nasta'liq.

B, a, Pre38^762J—607—U-2.1 906 -N. C. R. & othen.
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